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ABSTRACT
Increasing aircraft engine efficiency and reducing the engines weight have driven innovation in
the aircraft engine business since its inception. By simply looking at the Brayton cycle increasing
the compressor pressure ratio can bring about an increase in efficiency. To achieve this high-
pressure ratio, multi-stage axial compressors are used, which tend to be both heavy and
expansive. Increasing the number of stages in an axial compressor can increase the pressure ratio
and therefore the thermal efficiency; however as the number of stages increases, the engine
weight, cost and length also increase, all of which are detrimental to the overall aircraft
performance. Recent work by Kerrebrock, Merchant, and Schuler, has led to the possibility of
achieving high pressure ratios with a reduction in the number of stages. These compressors use
aspiration, or suction on the surface of the blades and endwalls, to keep the boundary layer
attached over a greater percentage of the blade chord. Keeping the boundary layer attached
longer allows the each blade row to be more highly loaded than the equivalent non-aspirated
blade. This higher loading means fewer stages are needed to achieve a given pressure rise.
The extracted air is brought inside the blade where it is removed at a convenient location. This
bleed air can contain a substantial amount of energy that can be used for numerous purposes on
the aircraft or engine. Recovery of the bleed flow and its disposition are important factors in the
success of aspirated compressor technology. In this study it is assumed the bleed air can be used
for threes purposes: its is returned to the turbine as cooling air, expanded overboard to augment
the engine thrust or used to perform "auxiliary work" in a different part of the aircraft. The
thermodynamic efficiency (as measured by the specific impulse) and the installed efficiency of
the compression system were calculated for different engine/fan configurations and compared
with equivalent non-aspirated engines. This allows the effects of aspiration to be quantified and
can be used to assess if aspiration is viable for a specific setting.
Thesis Supervisor: Jack L. Kerrebrock
Title: Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Since the invention of the gas turbine aircraft engine, airlines, the military and the engine
manufacturers have all aggressively pushed to improve the engines overall efficiency and reduce
the engines weight. From a simple analysis of the Brayton cycle, increasing the compressor
pressure ratio can bring about an increase in efficiency. Most commercial engines that operate on
the Brayton cycle currently use multi-stage axial compressors to achieve high pressure ratios.
However, as the number of stages used increases, the engine weight, cost and length also
increases, all of which are detrimental to the overall aircraft performance. One solution to this
problem is to use an aspirated compressor. Blades employing aspiration will decrease both the
length of the compressor and the number of blades/disk.
The aspirated compressor uses boundary layer control on the blades and the endwalls,
allowing an increase in the amount of work done by each blade row at a given loss level.
Keeping the flow attached longer and minimizing the wakes results in lower losses. Boundary
layer control is implemented by "sucking" a portion of the blade boundary layer at a critical
location just downstream of the shock impingement location. Suction causes the boundary layer
to remain attached further downstream of the shock. Aspiration allows for a blade row to
function at a higher diffusion factor (0.7) with the viscous losses of a normal blade operating
closer to a diffusion factor of 0.5. Diffusion factor is a measure of the turning done by a blade
and is defined by
D=1 C+
Vb 2 0-Vb




Suction is accomplished by means of a single slot on the blade suction surface, close to the point
of shock impingement. The extracted flow is then brought inside the blade where it can flow
radially outwards and be removed from the tip or radially inwards where it can be removed at a
convenient location. This suction air can contain a substantial amount of energy (especially if
bled from the latter stages of a compressor) that can be used for numerous purposes on the
airplane or returned to the engine as turbine cooling air. Recovery of the bleed flow and its
disposition in the engine system are important factors in the success of aspirated compressor
technology.
If the bleed flow is discarded and it's potential contributions to the overall system
ignored, the penalty for using aspirated technology can be high. Although the weight of an
engine can be reduced by the use of fewer stages in the compressor, the penalty paid in Specific
Impulse may over ride these weight benefits for many applications. This study looks at the effect
the bleeds have on the engines thermodynamic efficiency and compares the specific impulse of
the aspirated compressor configuration to that achieved by a similar (i.e. same r, Tt4, flight
Mach number etc.) non-aspirated engine. In the comparison, it is assumed that the aspirated
bleeds are returned to the engine cycle as turbine cooling air (Core bleed air) or expanded
overboard to recover the momentum drag (Fan bleed air). In the analysis of the Turbojet Cycle
the bleed air is used for some type of non-specified Auxiliary work.
Another, important issue which bears on the systems analysis, is the conditions of
extracted air when it leaves the blade. This study outlines a technique used to calculate the exit
conditions (Pt, Tt, Mach number etc.) of the bleed air. Full recovery of the total exit pressure will
not be possible and the recovery factor will depend on diffusion system. Knowing these
temperatures and pressures, an equivalent isentropic compressor efficiency, defined as the ratio
of the total available work in the compressed air (both bleed air and through flow air) to the total
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work carried out compressing the air, can be calculated. This equivalent compressor efficiency
will depend on the recovery factor of the diffusion system, as this will dictate the work available
in the bleed air.
In the Turbofan cycle analysis the core aspirated air is returned to the cycle as turbine
cooling air. To carry out this mixing analysis the temperature and the pressure of the aspirated air
is needed, to calculate the mixed out temperature and pressure. Another use for the exit
conditions of the aspirated air is to calculate the amount of auxiliary work, by assuming the bleed
air is expanded to the compressor inlet pressure Pa. Calculation of the bleed air exit conditions is
performed using a one dimensional compressible flow approximation to the flow in the bleed
slot.
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Chapter 2: Cycle Analysis
2.0: Introduction
In this section, an outline of the steps involved in a parametric cycle analysis of both aspirated
engine configurations and non-aspirated configurations are provided. The non-aspirated engines
will act as a baseline configuration and can be used to compare the effects of aspiration (i.e.
changing the number of stages with bleed, increasing or decreasing the amount of bleed, pressure
recovery achievable etc.). Four different engine configurations will be discussed:
1. Mixed exhaust Turbofan.
2. Mixed exhaust Turbofan with aspirated core compressor and fan.
3. Turbojet with compressor discharge extraction.
4. Turbojet with compressor discharge extraction and aspirated core compressor.
For the aspirated engines (cases 2 & 4), it will be assumed, in both cases that the core is an
aspirated 3-stage counter-rotating compressor. All threes stages of the counter rotating
compressor are aspirated; aspiration on each stage implies bleed air is removed from both the
rotor and the stator. Approximately 1% of the core mass flow is removed by each aspirated blade
row.
In both the aspirated engines the bleed air is not simply discarded but returned to the
cycle in some form. For the mixed exhaust turbofan the core aspirated air is retuned to the
turbine where it is mixed out with the through flow air, while the bleed air form the fan is
expanded overboard to recover it's momentum drag.
To make the comparison between the aspirated turbojet and the non-aspirated case more
meaningful it will also be assumed that both units do an equal amount of "Auxiliary Work". For
the non-aspirated engine, extracting a percentage of the Compressor discharge Air (CDA) will
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perform this "Auxiliary Work". For the aspirated engine, using a combination of the bleed air
and a percentage of the CD air will perform the "Auxiliary Work". The cycle analysis is based
on the methods discussed in
1. "Elements of Gas Turbine Propulsion" by Jack D. Mattingly
2. "Aircraft Engines and Gas Turbines" by Jack L. Kerrebrock
2.1: Mixed Exhaust Turbofan
A schematic of the mixed exhaust turbofan is shown in Figure 2.1. In the turbofan engine, a part
of the airflow through the fan bypasses the core; the remainder passes through the compressor,
the combustor, and the turbine of the gas generator. The separate airstreams mix before exiting
through the nozzle. For convenience in the cycle analysis, the overall compression ratio through
the fan and the compressor is denoted by ne. This is in fact the product of the fan and the
compressor pressure ratios. The pressure ratio of the fan alone is denoted by Rf. The schematic
shows a normal turbofan with no aspiration or bleed extraction. What follows below is an
outline, providing a description of the main steps in the analysis; in fact these steps will form the
basis upon which the other 3 cycles are analyzed.
1. Starting with an equation for uninstalled engine thrust, we rewrite this equation in terms
of the total pressure and total temperature ratios: the ambient pressure Po, the temperature
To, and the speed of sound ao, and the ffight Mach number Mo as follows:
F =(rh9 V -hoVO)+ A, (P -Po)
F m- 9AP PO







Figure 2.1: Mixed Exhaust Turbofan
2. Express the velocity ratio V, /a in terms of Mach numbers temperatures, and gas






3. Find the exit Mach number M9. Since
M 
rt t I








4. Find the temperature ratio T/T :
To 19/T9 (Pt91p9)(i)7
Where
1t9 -'r "d c Tb t "m
TO
5. Apply the first law of thermodynamics to the combustor, and find an expression for the
fuel/air ratio fin terms of i's etc:
rh3CpcT 3 + )7brnhfejhpr = rh4C,,T4
6. When applicable, find an expression for the total temperature ratio across the turbine -r
by relating the turbine power output to the compressor, fan and/or aspirated air
requirements. This allows rtto be evaluated in terms of other variables.
7. Evaluate the specific thrust using the above results.




9. Develop expressions for the thermal and propulsive efficiencies.
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2.1.1: Cycle Analysis
This section outlines the cycle analysis of the mixed exhaust turbofan. Component losses, the
mass flow rate of the fuel through the components, the variation of specific heats and losses due
to the mixing of the fan and core flows in the exhaust are all included. The analysis will assume
one-dimensional flow at the entrance and exit of each component. The variation of the specific
heat will be approximated by assuming a perfect gas with constant specific heat cc upstream of
the main burner and a perfect gas with different constant specific heat ct downstream of the
main burner. As alluded to earlier the analysis will be brief and only an outline of the most
important steps is included. Detailed analysis of this cycle is provided in both of the references
given above. The turbofan with station numbering is shown in Fig 2-1.
The gas flow through the core engine is rh, , and the gas flow through the fan is rhi.. The




The total gas flow is given the symbol rho. Thus
rho = the +rhf =(l +a) the
Uninstalled Thrust:
F =(rhV - VO)+ 9 (Pg - P)
Assume the engine exhaust nozzle expands the gas to the ambient pressure PO = Pg. Therefore
F - rh, V9










rhoao . +a ao
Calculation of (V9 / ao) 2






Application of the 1 " law of thermodynamics to the control volume about the combustor shown
below in Figure 2-2 gives:
rhC,7T3 +rb fne hpr = iZ4CT4 Eqn. (2.5)
Where hpr is the thermal energy released by the fuel during combustion.
ri4 = rhe (1+ f)











nfuel Mixing Combustion me me
Zone Zone
Inc
Figure 2.2: Combustor Model
Calculation of r:
The power balance between the turbine, compressor and fan gives
Power into compressor + Power into Fan Net Power from turbine
rhcC, (7;3 -T 1 2)+ rhfCc (T13 -T2) =4C, (74 -T)
Solving for the turbine temperature ratio gives
r,=1-[ ) [(rc -1)+a( -l)] Eqn. (2.7)
(l+f)r




Fluid dynamics requires equal static pressures at stations 6 and 16. Normal design of the mixer
has the Mach numbers of the two entering streams nearly equal. For this analysis, we assume the
total pressures of the two entering streams are equal, or
Assuming isentropic flow in the bypass duct from 13 to 16, we can write
Tc lb 't =7f
Or
(r, -I)et / l, Eqn. (2.8)
Eqn. (2.7) and (2.8) can be solved to obtain the bypass ratio a or the fan temperature ratio rj in
terms of the known quantities. In this analysis it is assumed that y is given soothe solution for




Before exiting the engine through the nozzle, the bypass flow and the core flow are mixed in the
exhaust. The mixing of these two streams will play a role in the overall engine efficiency. The
temperature and pressure ratios of the mixer are defined as
IM - 6A and cr, = '6^ Eqn. (2.10)
The mixer temperature ratio r,. will be obtained from an energy balance, while the total pressure
ratio im will be obtained from an analysis of a constant area ideal mixer.
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Ideal Mixer Analytic Model
Figure 2.3 shows an ideal (no wall friction) subsonic constant area mixer, with primary and
secondary streams of calorically perfect gases having different c, and y values. The flow is
assumed to be one-dimensional, and the subscripts 6, 16, and 6A are used for the core, bypass,
and mixed streams, respectively. We assume that the c, and y values of the core and the bypass
streams are known as well as M6 and the following ratios:
-16 16 and a' _
T6 Pt6 t6
To obtain the properties of the mixed stream, the conservation laws for the ideal mixer were
used:
Conservation of Mass
rh6 + fin 6 = t 6A Eqn. (2.11)
Conservation of Energy
rh6C, 61 6 +m 6C, 16 = rh6ACP6 AI 6A Eqn. (2.12)
Momentum
6 6 6 +P 6A 16 + ri6i 6 = P 6 A A 6 A - J 6 AJ6A Eqn. (2.13)
Constant Area
A6 +A 16 = A6A Eqn. (2.14)
Using these Eqn's 2.11 to 2.14, the mixer total temperature ratio r, is
6 cp 6 p+a'(C1 6 6 )(T 16 /Tt 6 )
T C - - Eqn. (2.15)
6 p6 +A
Using the momentum equation and r, a value for M6A can be calculated (see Ref. 2, Mattingly,










Figure 2.3: Ideal constant-area mixer
terms of -r, and the other flow properties at station 6, 16 and 6A can be obtained
P6A (1+a') MFP(M6 ,7 6 ,R 6 )
t 6 1+A A6 MFP(M6 A,y 6 A,R 6A)
Eqn. (2.16)
Where the mass flow parameter (MFP) is defined as
'A = MFP(M,y, R)=PA
Calculation of Propulsive Efficiency
The propulsive efficiency is defined as
M JIR
I1+ [(Y7-1)// 2] M2 j(r+1)/[2(r-1)]
TV
Wou,
Where T = thrust of propulsion system
Vo = Velocity of aircraft
W0iv= Net power out of engine
It can be shown that
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r- - - - - - - - - - -1
I
nk
17p - 2V ( Flrho) )2
a' (1+(f/1+a))(V, a0) -M]
Calculation of Thermal Efficiency
The thermal efficiency is defined as
Qin
Where Wu = Net power out of engine
Q,, = Rate of thermal energy release (rhh,,)
This leads to the following expression
77 =
a (1+ ) 1+(f /(1+a))) (V 0)2 -m2
ao (I2fh),
Calculation of Specific Impulse
The specific Impulse is defined as
jFlotal
mfuel
Where F = Total thrust of the engine
iafel = Mass flow rate of fuel








A schematic of the aspirated turbofan is shown in Figure 2.4a and 2.4b. As mentioned in the
introduction, it will be assumed that a 3-stage counter-rotating core compressor is used in the
engine. Aspiration is applied to each stage of the core compressor. This means that a portion of
the air is bled from both the rotor and the stator on all three stages. On the first stage the air is
taken radially outward (,rh, & srne) as indicated in Figure 2.4a, while the air is taken radially
inwards on the final two stages (e'r2rh,sCrhc,3rhcC3r). Like the core compressor the fan
stage is also aspirated, with bleeds being taken from the rotor and the stator. In both cases the
bleed air is taken radially outwards.
As can be seen in Figure 2.4b the aspirated air from the core is returned to the cycle as
turbine cooling air. It is assumed that each bleed can be admitted to the turbine at a pressure
equal to the bleeds total pressure. Therefore, for cycle purposes the bleed airflow 6s3rhe is
modeled as being introduced at a pressure equal to its total pressure (1se3) and fully mixed in
coolant mixer 1 (see Figure 2.4b). No total pressure loss is assumed for coolant mixer 1. The
mixing of the cooling air causes a reduction in the total temperature of the through flow air,
while increasing the mass flow of air through the turbine. The other compressor bleeds are
treated similarly; each is introduced at a pressure equal to its total pressure and fully mixed out in
a coolant mixer (see Figure 2.4b).
The fan extraction air is also used to augment the cycle. It is assumed that this air can be
expanded through a nozzle to the ambient pressure Po, thereby recovering the momentum drag of
the air and increasing the thrust of the engine. Table 2-1 details each of the bleeds, the direction
of extraction and how they augment the engine cycle.
In the analysis it is assumed that the pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency for each
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Figure 2.4a: Aspirated Turbofan
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stage is known. These values can be used to calculate to calculate an overall polytropic
efficiency for the compressor. When comparing the aspirated turbofan with the non-aspirated
turbofan, the compressor pressure ratio across both units is assumed equal
if f71 2 if3 ={ ce )aspirated = (;Ic )non-aspirated
as are the overall polytropic efficiencies of both core compressors, the fan pressure ratios (Or)
and the fan polytropic efficiencies.
Table 2-1: Aspirated Turbofan Bleeds
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Nomenclature Extraction Point Direction of Extraction Cycle Augmentation
rn1St Stage Rotor Radially Outwards Turbine Cooling Air
6 rhe I" Stage Stator Radially Outward Turbine Cooling Air
-r2r 2 "d Stage Rotor Radially Inward Turbine Cooling Air
6's2t'c 2 "d Stage Stator Radially Inward Turbine Cooling Air
Er3 c 3 rd Stage Rotor Radially Inward Turbine Cooling Air
s Irh 3rd Stage Stator Radially Inward Turbine Cooling Airr F
e6frfh Fan Rotor Radially Outward Expanded to P0
C6f mf Fan Stator Radially Outward Expanded to P0
2.2.1: Cycle Analysis
This section will compute the behavior of the aspirated turbofan including component losses, the
mass flow rate of the fuel through the components, and the variation of specific heats. It also
takes the work performed on the bleed air into account. This is an important difference between
the cycle analysis performed on the non-aspirated turbofan.
For example the bleed air removed from the 1st stage rotor is taken radially outward and
in so doing, work is performed on the air; the air is "pumped" similar to the work done by a
centrifugal compressor. This "centrifugal work" increases the total temperature of the bleed air to
a temperature greater than Ta. The temperature rise can be greater than or less than the stage
temperature rise. This means that the work performed on the bleed air must be treated separately
in the cycle analysis.
For the second and third stage rotors where the bleed air is taken radially inward, the
bleed air performs work analogous to a centrifugal turbine. Again like the bleed air taken radially
outward this air must be treated separately in the cycle analysis. The calculation of the
temperatures and pressures of the bleed air after they have been taken inward or outward is
performed using a 1 -D compressible flow code, detail in Section 3.
Another important difference between the aspirated case and the non-aspirated case is the
inclusion of the momentum drag derived from the expansion of the fan bleed air to Po. Assuming
that this air is expanded through a nozzle to produce thrust allows the fan bleed air to be
incorporated into the cycle. This can seen in the uninstalled thrust term below.
Like the non-aspirated turbofan the analysis will assume one-dimensional flow at the
entrance and exit of each component. The variation of the specific heat will be approximated by
assuming a perfect gas with constant specific heat cp, upstream of the main burner and a perfect
gas with different constant specific heat cp downstream of the main burner. The symbols used
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during the analysis are explained in the table of nomenclature. Again as in the case of the non-
aspirated engine the analysis will be brief and only an outline of the most important steps is
included. Detailed analysis of this cycle is provided in Appendix A. The aspirated turbofan with
station numbering is shown in Figure 2-4a. The bleed and turbine cooling air flow is shown in
Figure 2-4b.
Uninstalled Thrust:
F =(thgV9 - 0V0) A9 (P9 - Po )+(Momentum Drag of Aux. Work)
Note: The thrust developed by expanding the Fan bleed air to Po will be calculated latter and will
be removed from the thrust calculation for now.
Assume the engine exhaust nozzle
we return to Eqn. 2.1
expands the gas to the ambient pressure Po = Pg. Therefore




The fan bleed air is not returned to cycle directly and as mentioned above will be treated
separately.
rh9 = he + 5 + rfue, -e,f f - esff
After some manipulation one gets
h +f +a( , )mo (1a Eqn. (2.20)
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Application of the 1" law of thermodynamics to the control volume about the combustor shown
in Figure 2-2 gives:
h CeT,13 + lrhfue rh-,. =C 4 Eqn. (2.5)
The mass flow of the air entering the combustor is reduced by aspiration. This air is not returned
to the cycle until the turbine. Therefore
Ih3 = the (I- e1 6)
and
in4 = he ((1 -Ye,)+ f)
Where -, = -',. +, +-r2 +-s2 +,3+ -6s3 and the mass flow out of the combustor is increased
only by the addition of fuel.
Eqn. (2.22)
Calculation of -r:
Like the non-aspirated case the calculation of r, involves a power balance between the
compressor, fan and the turbine.
Power into compressor + Power into Fan = Net Power from turbine
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As mentioned above calculating the power consumed by both the fan and the core compressor,
the effects of aspiration must be taken into account. For example the bleed air removed from the
1 ' stage rotor is taken radially outward and in so doing, work is performed on the air; the air is
"pumped" similar to the work done by a centrifugal compressor. This "centrifugal work"
increases the total temperature of the bleed air to a temperature greater than Ta. The temperature
rise can be greater than or less than the stage temperature rise.
This means that the work performed on each bleed air must be treated separately in the
cycle analysis. Figure 2.5 shows the fan and compressor bleeds, plus the nomenclature used in
the analysis
r I Pts I
TrI TisI
1st Ist 2nd 2nd 3rd 3rd
Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage
Rotor Stator Rotor Stator Rotor Stator
To Tis2 Tr3 ts
PrI Pts 2  Pr3 pts 3
Figure 2.5: Counter-rotating Compressor
Compressor & Fan Work
To calculate the work performed on all the air that passes through the compression system it is
necessary to account for the work performed on each of the bleeds. The fan has two bleeds and
the core compressor has 6 bleeds, as shown in Table 2-1. Work performed on each bleed depends
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on the total temperature rise achieved. For the rotor bleeds temperature rise is calculated using a
1-D compressible flow calculation, detailed in Section 3. The temperature of the stator bleeds
and the through flow air can be found using the isentropic or polytropic efficiency and the
pressure rise.
Therefore
1. Through Flow of Core Compressor
rhe (1- 16) CC (7;3 -72) Eqn. (2.23)
2. 1 t Stage Rotor Bleed
-rhcCpc (TI -7 2 ) Eqn. (2.24)
3. 1 t Stage Stator Bleed
Eqn. (2.25)
4. 2"n Stage Rotor Bleed
r2 hiCpc (T. 2 -T12) Eqn. (2.26)
5. 2"" Stage Stator Bleed
gs2rheCp (T2-7 2) Eqn. (2.27)
6. 3rd Stage Rotor Bleed
r3,hCCpc (T 3 -T12) Eqn. (2.28)
7. 3 rd Stage Stator Bleed
Eqn. (2.29)
8. Fan through flow
rhf (1-sf)CPC (7l3 -T12) Eqn. (2.30)
9. Fan Rotor Bleed
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es,3rheC, (7;e3 -T12)
,frhf 7Cpc; 72) (2.31)
Power input to the fan stator bleed is accounted for Eqn. 2.30; no work is performed on the air
during the extraction process.
Turbine Power
The aspirated air from the compressor is returned to the turbine as cooling air. The air enters the
turbine at the total pressure of the bleed air and is mixed with the through flow air. This mixing
reduces the temperature of the through flow, while increasing the mass flow of air through the
turbine. Because the mass flow of air through the turbine changes due to the addition of the
aspirated air, the power extracted from the turbine must be calculated in steps. Figure 2.6 shows
how the mass flow through the turbine changes with the addition of the bleed flow air from the
compressor.
4A 4B 4C 4D 4E A
Coolant Coolant Coolant
Turbine Mixer Turbine Mixer Turbine Mixer
1 2
E 4r3me Eni
M 4= M4A= me ((1-(cr 1-, C 2 *.2 Es2Cr3+ Es3)) )
M1D M4E M "c (F I Irl Es1-" Cr2 CE2))+ 0
Mn4H 141 A c ( I- C~* 1)) +Q







s lHIC Gr lmic 5
"'4B - "'4C M +c 1(-r , Es 1+ Er2 + + gr3)) + )
M4F -M 4 G =n c ( r- sI + gr2)) I)
M14 M4K Me -c(Cr 1)
Figure 2.6: Changing mass flow through the turbine
Expansion of the air through the turbine and the work produced by this expansion is divided into
7 sections, one expansion to each of the six bleed air total pressures and a seventh to P15 (i.e.
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Eqn. (2.31)
Expansion from P 4 to Pse3 (the total pressure of the 3 rd stage stator bleed) etc.). After expansion
the temperature of the through flow air can be calculated by assuming a polytropic efficiency for
each step of the expansion. Mixing between the bleed air and the through flow air then takes
place and a mixed out temperature based on mass is calculated. No pressure loss takes place









Figure 2.7: Stepwise expansion through the turbine
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The steps involved in calculating the final mixed out temperature are shown here for the case of
expansion from P4 (Total pressure out of combustor) to Ptse3 (Total pressure of the 3d stage
stator bleed air). Both Pr4 (Prdcf,zd b) and Ptse3 (Calculated using the 1-D compressible flow
analysis talked about in Section 3) are known, as is the polytropic efficiency of the expansion
r/, , which will allow us to calculate the temperature of the through flow (to be known as 7,,,) air
before mixing.
To 'e 3 (, Eqn. (2.32)
T 4  t4)
Once Tra, is known, the mixed out temperature (to be known as ;,.I) can be calculated based on
the mass of the through flow air and the bleed air.
i7 4CpttI +s 3 fcpc tse 3 =(r + es 3 fc )ImI
Where i 4 =((1- ,)+ f)rc gives
(1-E , +fCpt~t1+s3 pc tse3
Tm = -j )+f) + ] 3 -' Eqn. (2.33)
(1 - ,+ f)+ 's3 ]C,,
Where r e 1 + e-s +-r2 +-s 2 +r 3 + -s3
A similar analysis can be performed for each of the six expansions to match the total pressures of
the bleeds. Each expansion performs a certain percentage of the overall turbine work. The exact
amount of work accomplished depends on the mass flow and the temperature change. So for
example, the work accomplished by the expansion from Pt4 (Total pressure out of combustor) to
Ptse3 (Total pressure of the 3 rd stage stator bleed air) is
IhC,, (7;4 -7;t) rCpt t4 1T
k -\.t4J
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But from Eqn. (2.32) we get the following
ih4C,7;4 1- 'se3  Eqn. (2.34)
At4
Notice the work is calculated using Ttj not Tmj, the mixed out temperature. As the Figure 2.7
illustrates the expansion through the turbine is modeled as an expansion followed by a constant
pressure mixing process, followed by another expansion etc.
Changes in the mass flow and the effects of mixing are illustrated in the calculation of the
work performed in the second expansion through the turbine; the expansion from Pse3 (Total
pressure of the 3rd stage stator bleed air) to Pr3 (Total pressure of the 3 rd stage rotor bleed air).
The work done is
(rik + -C3riz ) C,, (Tt - T12
Similar to Eqn. (2.32) this can be rewritten as
(ri +s3rh )Cpt,, 1- r3 ;fil Eqn. (2.35)
From the above equation it can be seen how the effects of mass addition (ri + -, 3rii) and mixing
(the 7T,,, term) contribute. Values Of Ptr3 and Ptse3 can be found using the 1-D compressible flow
calculation outline in Section 3. All of the stepwise expansions are modeled in a similar manner
and each contributes to the power balance.
Power Balance
A power balance between the compressor, Fan and the turbine must be performed in order to
obtain a value for T,5 or Pt5 the turbine exhaust temperature or pressure. Eqn.'s (2.23) - (2.31)
give the power required by the fan and the compressor; Eqn.'s (2.34), (2.35) and similar
equations give the power out of the turbine. A balance results in an equation that can be solved
for Ts or Pis.
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the(1 -CCP (T -t2). ....... + --f thfCpc (Tf-T 2 )
tiiCT~~~~~P N1 ±(z(e+ +6+ +6+/ 5 (7 y-1)/7t
r4 pt t4y I J~ 4 )W ..... \(r4 + 3 (el + sl 2 6r2 +I -cl+rl )mlh ) Cpt~tm6 1
t4r
Calculation of a:
Like the non-aspirated turbofan fluid dynamics requires equal static pressures at stations 6 and
16, so for this analysis, we assume the total pressures of the two entering streams are equal, or
Assuming isentropic flow in the bypass duct from 13 to 16, we can write
)ic )xb7, = )f
However unlike the non-aspirated turbofan, no simple closed form solution for a exists due to
the changing mass flow through the turbine. This means the bypass ratio a is calculated by
iteration. In the above relationship the only term effected by a is z,, so one approach to
calculating the bypass ratio is to vary a until the relationship 7rerrbi, = 71f is satisfied to two
decimal places.
Mixed Exhaust Stream
The mixing analysis for the aspirated turbofan is identical to the analysis performed on the non-
aspirated turbofan. The mixing of these two streams will play a role in the overall engine
efficiency. The temperature and pressure ratios of the mixer are defined as
T P
T, = t6A and vrm = t6A Eqn. (2.10)
T6 t6
The mixer temperature ratio r,, will be obtained from an energy balance, while the total pressure
ratio cm will be obtained from an analysis of a constant area ideal mixer.
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The only change is to the a' i 1 term. rh6 is the same, but the ri 6 term is different as both the
fan rotor and stator are aspirated. Therefore
r, I 1- (6. + s6 )) a(1(, +sg)
rh + rhfuel 1+ f
This value for a' can be used throughout the rest of the mixer calculation.
Calculation of the thrust from Fan Bleeds
As discussed at the start of the analysis it is assumed that the fan bleed air is expanded overboard
to recover it's momentum drag. This produces thrust, which adds to the core thrust calculated in
Eqn. (2.1). For the rotor bleed air
Fo,, = r ,,h; (U.a,,roor - J) Eqn. (2.36)
Assume the air is expanded isentropically
P- PI +r"2 M 2.tf PO y2ir
After some manipulation it can be shown that
2 (,) Eqn. (2.37)
Ye -1
From Eqn. (2.36)
Ffanrotor S a u "'"'"' MO -Mj
rheaO a+1) uo 0)
Giving
Fanrotor _ a T 2 O(1)Mo Eqn. (2.38)
rho ao 1+ a ) T 7
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Where Tr is the static temperature of the fan bleed air, which can be found using the 1-D
compressible flow code of Section 3. While re = Y- = T rr,. The thrust of the stator bleed is
T2 TO
F
calculated in a similar fashion. The sum of the two thrusts is called fan
m0a0
Calculation of Total Thrust Ftotat
Ftoa F Ffa
.'""=. + ."" Eqn. (2.39)
moa 0  m0ao moa 0
Calculation of Specific Impulse
I= ''otaI h Eqn. (2.40)
fg
2.3: Aspirated Turbojet
A schematic of the aspirated turbojet is shown in Figure 2.8. Like the aspirated turbofan, it will
be assumed that a 3-stage counter-rotating compressor is used in the engine. Aspiration is
applied to each stage of the compressor. This means that a portion of the air is bled from both the
rotor and the stator on all three stages. On the first stage the air is taken radially outward
(,.1 rho & si, o ) as indicated in Figure 2.8, while the air is taken radially inwards on the final
two stages (Cr2 rhO , 1s2 O, 6 r3 ino, E 3 rno ). Also, like the case of the non-aspirated turbojet a
portion of the compressor discharge air is also removed (x'rho ).
Both the bleed air and the compressor discharge air are used to perform "Auxiliary
Work". It is assumed that all of the bleed air can be used for this purpose. To perform this
"Auxiliary Work" the bleed air and the compressor discharge air are expanded to the compressor
inlet pressure Pt2. To allow a comparison between the Non-Aspirated turbojet and the Aspirated
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Turbojet, the amount of auxiliary work performed by both engines is equal (i.e. the work
performed by x'rho, e,, etc. is equal to the work performed by xrho in the non-aspirated engine).
Therefore
(Auxiliary work)aspirated =(Auxiliary Work)on-aspirated
xm (Compressor discharge extraction only )
er3 mi 8r I m = Aspirated Air from 1st stage rotor
EI mo Aspirated Air from 1st stage stator
Es2 Mt- Auxilary W &r2 1 0 = Aspirated Air from 2nd stage rotor
Fluid expanded to P2 Es2 mi = Aspirated Air from 2nd stage stator
Er3 m= Aspirated Air from 3rd stage rotor
6,3 m= Aspirated Air from 3rd stage stator
cr2 mo x me = Compressor Discharge Extraction
Figure 2.8: Aspirated Turbojet
This means that the compressor discharge extraction (x'rho ) for the aspirated case is smaller that
that for the non-aspirated case. The calculation of x'rho is detailed in the cycle analysis below. As
in the Non-Aspirated case, after being expanded to Pa2, the air is then expanded further to Po, to
recover the momentum drag, adding to the thrust of the engine. Table 2-2 details each of the
bleeds and extraction for the aspirated turbojet.
In the analysis it is assumed that pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency for each stage is
known and the overall compressor polytropic efficiency is also known. When comparing the
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aspirated turbojet with the non-aspirated turbojet, the compressor pressure ratio across both units
is assumed equal
;1;2;T3 = (fe )aspirated = (1c )non-aspirated
Nomenclature Place of Extraction Direction of Extraction
eri to 1 " Stage Rotor Bleed Radially Outwards
Csi ro 1 " Stage Stator Bleed Radially Outward
1r2 rho 2nd Stage Rotor Bleed Radially Inward
6s2 mo 2nd Stage Stator Bleed Radially Inward
6
r3 mo 3 rd Stage Rotor Bleed Radially Inward
6
s3 r hrd Stage Stator Bleed Radially Inward
x Compressor Discharge N/A
Extraction
Table 2-2: Aspirated Turbojet Bleeds
The cycle analysis for this cycle is similar to that performed on the turbojet and will not be
repeated here. The details can be found in Appendix B.
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Chapter 3: Calculation of flow properties
3.0: Introduction
If the bleed flow is discarded and its contribution to the overall system ignored, the penalty for
using aspirated technology can be high. As mentioned in Section 2, an important component of
the cycle analysis is using the bleed air in another part of the cycle, whether to cool the turbine or
augment the engine thrust. Therefore it is essential to know the temperature and pressure of the
bleed air as it leaves the rotor or stator blade. These conditions dictate at what pressure and
temperature the bleed air mixes with the turbine through flow air or how much thrust can be
produced by an expansion to Po. For the aspirated turbojet the bleed air is used to perform
"Auxiliary Work" and to contribute to the core thrust of the engine. The effective use of the
bleed air is an important element in improving the Specific Impulse and efficiency of an engine
using aspiration.
To model the bleed airflow in the blade internal passage, a quasi one-dimensional
compressible flow model is utilized. In what follows below the model will be developed for the
rotor in a non-inertial rotating coordinate system, but can easily be generalized to the stator by
setting the Dr term to zero. Flow in the bleed passage is assumed to be steady and one-
dimensional or, more precisely, steady and quasi-one-dimensional. All the flow variables of
interest, such as pressure and density, will be treated according to the one-dimensional model;
that is, in at any given cross section all flow variables have constant values. Thus all properties
are assumed to vary only along the axis of the bleed slot. Using this one-dimensional
approximation the model will calculate the pressure, temperature, density and exit Mach number
of the bleed air as it leaves the suction slot. The one-dimensional flow concept as employed
below, is an approximation only as far as the flow model is concerned, but not insofar as the
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governing flow equations are concerned. Once the approximation of uniform flow properties at
each cross section is made, the integral forms of the governing equations can be applied to the
simplified model.
The one-dimensional flow approximation is exact for the flow through an infinitesimal
stream tube. Thus, many of the general features that characterize large-scale one-dimensional
flows are also present along the streamlines of a multidimensional flow. In general, the one-
dimensional approximation is reasonable if the rate of change of the flow driving potential is
small in the direction of flow. Examples of the driving potentials are: area change, wallfriction,
and mass addition. Furthermore, the radius of curvature of the flow passage should be large (this
does not apply to this analysis as the internal bleed passages are all straight), and the profiles of
the flow properties should remain similar at each flow cross section. Finally, it should be noted
that the one-dimensional model considers changes only in the average or bulk values of the flow
properties in the direction of flow; it disregards completely the variations in the flow properties
in the direction normal to the streamlines.
In a rotating coordinate system, the Coriolis force (2x Q x W) acts normal to the
direction of rotation and flow. For the bleed passages, the Coriolis force acts normal to the flow
direction and hence is ignored in the analysis. To account for the secondary flow effects
associated with the Coriolis force, a correction factor is used to increase the value of the
Fanning friction factor. The basic principle and ideas used to calculate the correction factors
are presented below, with appropriate references.
The analysis presented below is a modification (changed to a rotating coordinate system)
of the work presented in
1. "Gas Dynamics, Vol. 1" by Maurice J. Zucrow & Joe D. Hoffman
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Suction on the blade surface is accomplished by means of a single slot on the suction surface
close to the point of shock impingement. The extracted flow is then brought inside the blade
where a hollow internal passage allows it to flow radially outwards or radially inwards. As the
air moves radially outward or inward the internal passages area can change or remain constant.
Figure 3.1 illustrates schematically the physical model for the bleed passage. The bleed air is
"sucked" into the passage causing a change in mass flow, and rothalpy. These changes can in
turn lead to changes in the static temperature, the velocity, static pressure and density of the
flow. The exact value of the changes and whether they increase or decrease is a function of the
driving potentials. The independent driving potentials for the flow are:
1. Area change dA .
2. Wall friction dFf .
3. Heat Transfer 6Q.
4. Work SW.
5. Mass addition dth .
6. Body forces caused by the rotational effects pA Q2r dr.
As mentioned in the introduction, the Coriolis force plays no direct role in the analysis and will
be accounted for in the friction factor. For the assumed one-dimensional flow, each of the
variables P, p, and W is uniform over any arbitrary cross-sectional area. For the element of
differential volume of length dr, in Figure 3.1, the surfaces over which the control volume
equations must be integrated are the inlet area A, the exit area A+dA, and the stream tube
boundary area (dA/sin a), where c is the angle made by the passage boundary with respect to
the r axis.
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Figure 3.1: Model for Bleed Passage Flow
By convention, all of the flow properties on the surfaces across which mass enters will be
assigned the nominal values P, V, V2/2, p, etc., and it will be assumed that positive changes in
these properties occur in the direction of flow. Thus, at the exit area, the properties are P+dP,
V+dV, p + dp, etc. In addition, positive changes in the driving potentials are assumed. Hence, the
inlet area is A and the exit area is A+dA. In a specific flow situation, any or all of the property
changes may turn out to be negative.
To summarize, the following assumptions are made about the flow:
1. One-dimensional flow. Each of the variables P, p, and W is uniform over any arbitrary
cross-sectional area.
2. Steady flow. Flow is steady in the reference frame of the rotor or the stator.
3. The effects of gravity are negligible. In this analysis the contribution of the body force
caused by gravity is small compared to the other forces.
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4. Air is modeled as a perfect gas (obeys the equation of state P = pRT and constant
specific heats C, and C,).
5. The angular velocity (2 is constant. It is assumed no angular acceleration takes place.
Note: All static properties will be denoted by a upper case letter (i.e. Static temperature = T,
Static pressure = P), while stagnation or Total quantities will be denoted by an upper case letter
and a subscript t(i.e. Total temperature = Tt , Total pressure = Pt ). The analysis below is done for
the case of the rotor. This means that the analysis takes place in a non-inertial coordinate system
and most of the quantities are values with respect to the rotating coordinate system (i.e. W is the
velocity of the air relative to the rotating coordinate system for the rotor and the velocity of the
air relative to the stationary coordinate system for the stator).
Applying the continuity, momentum and energy equation in rotating coordinates to the passage
in Figure 3.1 gives the following:
Continuity Equation
n = pAW Eqn. (3.1)
Differentiating Eqn. (3.1) yields
drh dp dA dW Eqn. (3.2)
rh p A W
Where drh is the rate of mass addition to the flow. th is the mass flow rate of the through flow
air. W is the velocity of the air relative to the rotating coordinate system. For a stator W is the
velocity of the air relative to the stationary coordinate system.
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Momentum Equation
The integral form of the momentum equation for flow in a rotating coordinate system is
S(2Q x W) pdr+ f({ x ( x r) pd2 - f Pd + Fshear = d I pWd + f W ( pW.d ) Eqn.(3.3)
From Eqn. (3.3) it is evident that the equation of motion of a fluid in a rotating system is
identical in form to the equation in the absolute frame of reference, provided a fictitious body
force (per unit mass) equal to (2Qx F +Q x Qx r) acts on the fluid in addition to the body and
surface forces. The term 20 x W is the Coriolis force, and K2 x Q x r is the centrifugal force due
to the systems rotation. The Coriolis force 2Q x W acts in a plane normal to D and W ; thus for
the bleed passage in Figure 3.1, with the D component normal to the plane of the passage, the
Coriolis force acts in the plane of the passage, normal to the r-component of velocity. Hence the
Coriolis force plays no direct role in the 1 -D momentum equation.
Applying Eqn. (3.3) in the r-direction, assuming steady flow gives:
PA-(P+dP)(A+dA)+ P+ 2) dA - pfAQ2rdr ={h+drh)(W +dW -thW -drh ,.+SF
On the stream tube boundary the average static pressure intensity is P + dP/2, which acts on the
area d/sin a. However, only the component of the force acting in the direction of flow is
desired. Consequently, the total force acting on the boundary surface of the stream tube is given
by (P + dP/2)dA . Neglecting higher order terms (drh dW & dPdA) the above equation reduces
to
AdP +nhdW + drh (W - r) + 6Ff - pA 2rdr =0 Eqn. (3.4)
Using the continuity equation (rh = pA W) and dividing by A gives
6F W drhdP+ pWdW + - + pW 2 ( 2 rdr =0 Eqn. (3.5)
A m
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Where y = "~ . If Vir = 0, then y = 0, and the mass addition is added so that it enters the main
W
gas stream in a direction normal to the mainstream velocity W. This means all of the momentum
of the injected fluid is lost. If Vir = W, then y = 1, and the mass addition has the same velocity as
the main gas stream.
The wall friction force SF, in Eqn. (3.5) may be expressed in terms of the hydraulic
characteristics of the flow passage and an experimental friction coefficientf Let (WP) denote
the average value of the wetted perimeter for the flow passage. The length of the fluid element
is dr, so that the area of the surface wetted by the fluid element is (WP) dr.
Let 2 denote the hydraulic diameter then, by definition
9 Wetted Area A
4 Wetted Perimeter (WP)
The friction coefficient f is defined by the Fanning equation. Thus
tangential force SF,
pW2 (wetted area) pW2 (WP)dr pWW2
2 2 2
Where ri, is the shear stress at the wall. Hence,
PW 2  pW2 4fdr




Using Eqn. (3.8) the momentum equation now becomes
pW2 4f dr drhdP+pWdW+ +pW 2 (1-y) . -pKirdr=0 Eqn. (3.9)
2 ( m)
As mentioned earlier, the Fanning friction factor will be modified to account for the effects of
the Coriolis force. Basically,f is calculated using a standard correlation and modified by a
correction factor, to account for the effects of rotation. The procedure is detailed latter.
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Assuming the air is a perfect gas, allows us to express Eqn. (3.9) in terms of the flow Mach
1
number M relative to the rotating coordinate system. Multiplying through by - and noting that
P
yP = a2 , we obtain
p
dP pyW 2  w 2
+ - d 2
p PyVW2 (2 )
PYw2 4fdr +
Pr 2 2 -)
pW2  dth(1-y) Q
2rdr pW 2 _
- 0
W2 p
Using the fact pW
2 yM2 and Y= 2that -= 7 M -n = a gives
P p
dP 7 M 2 dW 2 yM 2 4fdr0





Since W 2 = M 2 a 2 and da 2 /a 2 = dT/T, the second term in Eqn. (3.10) becomes
yM 2 dW2  y dM2
2 W2 2
Eqn. (3.11)
Substituting Eqn. (3.11) into Eqn. (3.10) yields
2 dM yM2 dT yM2 4fdr
yM + +M 2 T 2 2
drh
+ yM2 (1- y) 
.
2 C 2 r 2 dr
yM 2 r 0 Eqn. (3.12)
Energy equation
For steady flow in a non-inertial, rotating coordinate system the energy equation has the form
( h+ 2 (r)2 ~0 Eqn. (3.13)
The quantity h + W is known as the rothalpy. In a rotating coordinate system, rothalpy
2 2
has properties analogous to stagnation enthalpy in stationary coordinates. In a moving passage







saf, - Q +
1. The flow is steady in the rotating frame;
2. No work is done on the flow in the rotating frame;
3. There is no heat flow to or from the flow.
However, looking at Figure 3.1 it can be seen that the rothalpy of the fluid in the bleed passage
can be changed by the addition of mass (drh) from outside. The rothalpy of the air outside the
slot could be higher or lower and hence once mixed with the main stream will change the
rothalpy of the flow.
Applying Eqn. (3.13) to the deferential control volume in Figure 3.1 gives:
w2 W2 '{) 2 wd(r)]SW -gQ+(rh+drh) h+dh+- +d -+







(Qr)2 =0 Eqn. (3.14)
2
Combining terms, and neglecting products of differentials, and dividing by rh gives,




- hi+'2 2 2 2
Eqn. (3.15)
The term in the square brackets arises because of the difference in the rothalpy I of the main
w2 (r) astream h + -and the rothalpy Ii
2 2







Substituting into Eqn. (3.15) and noting that for the flow in the bleed passage of the blade
,Q =0 and SW = 0 gives
dI +d, =0 Eqn. (3.16)
Like the momentum equation, Eqn. (3.16) may be simplified by assuming the air is a perfect gas
for which h = CT gives






2;2 ()2 d h
2CP 2CP m
Therefore from Eqn. (3.16)
dl = -CT+
PT+w2 ([o2 j T{ + 2C Eqn. (3.17)00 
2
2CP
From Eqn. (3.17) it can be seen that if the rothalpy of the air "sucked" into the bleed passage
(drh) is greater than the rothalpy of the main flow; an increase in the rothalpy takes place.
d > 0
The opposite case is also true, if the rothalpy of the air "sucked" into the bleed passage (drh) is
lower than the rothalpy of the main flow; a decrease in the rothalpy takes place.
dI < 0
Equation of State









dM dW 1 dT
M W 2 T
Rothalpy
As shown before the rothalpy is defined as
I=h+ W2 (r )2
2 2
For a perfect gas, with enthalpy defined as h = CT this can be written as
I=C, T+ w2 (Qr)2
2C, 2
The term in brackets is the stagnation temperature of the air in the rotating coordinate system.
This term can be written as follows:





Rewriting Eqn. (3.20) gives
I = CT 1+ YM2- (0r)2
2 )2
Differentiating Eqn. (3.21) and then dividing both sides by the rothalpy I leads to
W (1+ r2 M2CT2r
CPdT + CT ((y -1)MdM)- 2r dr
I I II
Eqn. (3.22)
















CTPutting Eqn. (3.23) into (3.22) and using a relationship for derived from Eqn. (3.23), gives
I
dI dT {+ ((y -(1)MdM) ±(r)2 (Qr)2 dr
I T 2I I1+YlM2 2I 1 r
2
Manipulating this expression to fit into the framework outlined in Zucrow & Shapiro means
getting an expression for the change in the total temperature relative to the rotating coordinates
in terms of the rothalpy. So doing this manipulation gives
dI (r) 2 dr
I dT (r -1)M 2  dM Eqn. (3.24)





An expression for the relative change in the stagnation pressure dP/P may be obtained by
logarithmic differentiation of the above expression. Thus,
dF~ dP 7 M 2  dM
~~t p + 7M Eqn. (3.25)
P P 1+ Y-M2 M
2
Impulse Function
The impulse function for a perfect gas is defined in "Zucrow" and "Shapiro".
F = PA(1 +yM2)
Like the above equations an expression for the relative change in the impulse function can be
obtained by logarithmic differentiation. Thus,
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dF dP dA 2yM 2 dM Eqn. (3.26)
F P A 1+yM2 M
Entropy Change
ds = C, d In _
By logarithmic differentiation this expression becomes
ds dT y-l dP Eqn. (3.27)
C, T y P
3.1.1: Influence Coefficients
Equations (3.2), (3.12) and (3.18)-(3.27) comprise a set of eight equations relating the changes in
the eight flow properties, dP/P, dp p, dT T etc.to the four independent variables or driving
dI (-r 2 dr
potetias d/AI r 4 fdr 2Q 2 r 2 drp d , r 4f r ) and drIh rM. The eight equations are(Gr)2 W2 r
1+
2I
linear in the derivatives of the flow properties and the driving potentials, allowing the equations
to be solved simultaneously. For convenience sake, the term involving the rothalpy change will
be written as J:
dI +(Qr )2 dr
1_ I I r(r)
1+ (r
2I
Equations (3.2), (3.12) and (3.18)-(3.27) can be written in matrix form with the flow properties
as the dependent variables and the driving potentials on the right hand side.
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0 1 0









0 0 0 0 0
-1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 (y-1)M2
1 0 0 0 7M 2

























2 + 1 M22
Eqn. (3.29)
Eqn. (3.30)yK M 2 4 fdr 2Q2 r 2 drK =M DlWl
drh





Eqn. (3.28) may be written as
Ax =b















A system of equations similar to those shown in Eqn. (3.28) is solved in both Zucrow and
Shapiro. The A matrix and the x vector are exactly the same and the only differences being in b
the vector of driving potentials. Using the technique outlined the system of equations can be
solved and a table of influence coefficients is present in Table 3.1. Anyone of the changes in the
flow properties listed in the first column of Table 3.1 may be related to the independent driving
potentials listed across the top of the table by multiplying the driving potential by the tabulated
expression located at the intersection of the row containing the desired flow property change and
the column containing the desired driving potential. For the flow in the bleed passage, all the
driving potentials will contribute to the change in each flow property. Each influence coefficient
represents the partial derivative of the variable in the left-hand column in Table 3.1 with respect
to the variable in the top row. They determine the influence of each driving potential on the
change in each flow property. An example of the effect of each influence coefficient on the
change in Mach number M is given under Table 3.1.
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Flow Properties dA 4fdr 2M r dr dI (Qr) 2 dr dh
A D W' r I I r
dM V/ yM 2y (1+yM2 V/ [(1+yM2)yyM2]
M 1-M2 2(1-_M2) 2(1-_M2) 1-M2
dP yM2 7 M2 1(y-1)M2] yM 2V YM2[v(1-y)+y]
P 1-M 2  2(1-M2) 1-M 2  1-M2
dp m 2  yM 2  _/- [(y+1)M2-yyM2]
p 1-M 2  2(1-M2) 1-M 2 - 1-M2
dT (y-1I)M2 Y(_1)M4 (1-_YM2)V (y-1)M2 [(1 +yM2)-_yyM2
T 1-M2 2(1-_M2) 1-M2 1-M2
dW 1 yM 2  VI [(1+yM2)-yyAM2
W 1-M2 2(1-_M2) 1-Ml2 1-M2
dP 0 yM 2  yM 2  
-ym 2 (1-y)
P 2 2
Table 3.1: Influence coefficients for 1-D steady flow in rotating coordinates
dM +Y 2 2 dA y M 2 4 fdr 2 (Qr)2d]
M 1-M2 A 2 W 2 r
+((1+yM2)-YyM2 ]{
'n- CO
3.1.2: Calculation of the Friction Coefficient
When the aspirated air, flows through the bleed passage of the rotor, a Coriolis force acts on the
air as it travels radially outward or inward. The magnitude of the Coriolis force per unit volume
is (20 x W) and it acts in a plane normal to 12 and W ; thus for the bleed passage in Figure 3.1,
with the d0 component normal to the plane of the passage, the Coriolis force acts in the plane of
the passage, normal to the r-component of velocity.
The rotation induced Coriolis force leads to a secondary from the leading to the trailing
edge of the passage across the central core; this mass flux is balanced by flow in the opposite
direction in the boundary layers adjacent to the passage walls. This produces the secondary flow
vortices normally associated with flow in rotating passages. Figure 3.2 gives a schematic of the
secondary flow induced in the bleed passage. This secondary flow increases the frictional
resistance experienced by the through flow air. To account for this the fanning friction
coefficient will be modified using a correction factor, whose size depends on the Reynolds
number based on the mean radial velocity Re = and a rotational Reynolds number based on
V
the angular velocity of the blade, Jd 2
Details of the correlations discussed here can be found in Morris (Ref 5), Ito et al. (Ref
6), Mori et al. (Ref. 7) and Chew (Ref. 8). The analysis was carried out for both fully developed
laminar and turbulent flows, although for the bleed passage the flow was assumed to be
turbulent.
In calculating the friction factors for the rotating channel the flow was divided into two
regions:
1. A thin boundary layer near the wall of the passage.




Figure 3.2: Secondary flow in the bleed passage
From an analysis of the frictionless core the velocity of the secondary flow in the core can be
calculated, and hence the mass flux of the secondary flow. From continuity, this mass flux is
balanced by flow in the opposite direction in the boundary layers adjacent to the passage walls.
The authors then assume velocity profiles for the flow in the core and the boundary layer. The
assumed core flow profile is skewed, to account for the Coriolis effects, while the boundary layer
profile depends on whether the flow is turbulent or laminar. The secondary mass flux and the
assumed velocity profile allow the velocity distribution within the boundary layer to be
calculated. Using an integral analysis, the shear stress at the wall can be calculated, which in turn
allows the friction factor to be calculated.
In the references, the authors have produced correlations that give the ratio of the friction
coefficient for a rotating page to the fanning friction coefficient for a stationary pipe. The value
of this ratio depends on numerous factors but numerous factors but for flows considered in this
analysis the ratio is greater than 1, which implies the losses due to friction in the rotating passage
are greater than those in a stationary passage.
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Fanning Friction Coefficient
As noted above references 5-7 give the ratio of the rotating friction factor to the fanning friction
factor. So in order to calculatef, the fanning friction factor must be known. The fanning friction
coefficient is calculated using the formula proposed by Haaland and taken from "Viscous Fluid
Flow" by White (Ref 9).
f A4
~ -1.81ogio [69 +(k§111
A2 _[Re, 3.7
Where 2' is the hydraulic diameter and k is the roughness of the slot.
For the case of fully developed turbulent flow, an empirical correlation proposed by Ito and
Nanbu (Ref. 6) was used in calculating the rotating friction factor (f,). The correlation is
[ 0.282
f= 0.942+0.058 Eqn. (3.33)f _Re





Which is within the range of the flow of the flow through the bleed passage. The increase in the
value of the rotational friction factorf, are document in Chapter 6 of Ref. 8.
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3.2: Numerical Integration
The differential equations in Table 3.1 must be integrated numerically for specific initial and
boundary conditions. The initial conditions for this problem were the Mach number, static
temperature and static pressure at the bottom of the slot. A discussion of how these values were
calculated is given below. The boundary conditions are the conditions of the air outside the
suction slot. These conditions can be got from the CFD analysis of the blade shape or can be
calculated as discussed in Chapter 4. A Forward Euler technique was used to integrate each of
the equations.
Conditions outside the slot
The following conditions need to be specified outside the suction slot
1. Rothalpy of the air outside the slot (or total enthalpy for stationary blades).
2. Static pressure Pi.
3. Air density pi.
The slot is discretized as shown in Figure 3.3 below, with the above conditions specified at each
location. Knowledge of the conditions outside the slot allow the changes in dI and dih to be
calculated.
From Eqn. (3.16) the change in the rothalpy due to mass addition can be calculated
dI + d, =0
Where
w 2 (Xr)2) 2 (r rdI, =C T; + Tei "' di
2CW 2C 2C 2Ci m
Where Ti is the static temperature outside the suction slot.
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Figure 3.3: Discretized slot with conditions outside the slot specified
The amount of mass "sucked" in to the bleed passage of the rotor or stator blade is determined by
the pressure difference between the static pressure outside the slot and the static pressure inside
the slot. This difference allows drh , (the amount of mass added at each section) to be calculated.
Aspiration is implemented by "sucking" a portion of the blade boundary layer, causing
the boundary layer to remain attached further downstream. In the boundary layer, just above the
blade surface the fluid velocity is approximately zero (in the rotating coordinate system for the
rotor). This means that the static pressure is equal to the total pressure just above the blade
surface.
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For the air to be sucked into the slot, the static pressure inside the slot must be less than
the static pressure outside the slot. Luckily this is the case for the aspirated compressor. The
factors that dictate the amount of mass drh "sucked" into the slot are
* Static Pressure difference between the inside and outside of the slot.
" Area of the slot.
* Density of the air outside the slot.
Figure 3.4, below shows a schematic of the flow entering the slot. The first step is to calculate
the Mach number M, of the air sucked into the bleed passage. This is done by assuming an
isentropic expansion through the slot from the "Total pressure" Pte outside the slot to the static
pressure Pi inside the slot.
MI = -Eqn. (3.34)
Using this Mach number, the Area of the entrance slot, the external total pressure and
temperature an estimate for the mass into the slot can be calculated as follows:
)I 
-(r+1) /2(y-1)
drh, = d4 M, < 1+ L: 2j M2 Eqn. (3.35)
RT 2
Pi dA i ( i Pe
Figure 3.4: Calculation of Mass flow into slot
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Initial Conditions
An initial value for the Mach number M, the static pressure and temperature must be specified.
To calculate the initial conditions some assumptions about the conditions at the bottom of the
bleed passage were necessary. The static pressure is assumed to be 12% less than the pressure
outside the slot. This then allows a value of drh to be calculated. The static temperature inside
the passage is assumed equal to the static temperature outside the slot. The values of static
temperature and pressure allow the density of the air in the bleed passage to be calculated. Using
continuity pA W = drh a value for W, can be found and using the static temperature to calculate a
speed of sound, a value for Minwta to be calculated. A schematic illustrating the ideas behind this
calculation is shown below in Figure 3.5.
W - dmi / p iA
Pi Cc088 Pe
Ai




In this section the effects of aspiration on the performance of the compression system and the
overall engine are presented. To illustrate these effects, the systems analysis discussed in section
2 is used to compare the performances of both the aspirated and the non-aspirated engine. Five
different engine/fan configurations are presented, to illustrate and understand the effects of
aspiration. The five configurations are
1. Potential QSP configured Turbofan.
(i) Aspirated Fan and Aspirated core compressor (see Figure 4.1);
(ii) Aspirated Core compressor only (see Figure 4.6);
(iii) Aspirated Fan only (see Figure 4.8).
2. MIT low speed Fan (see Figure 4.11).
3. Aspirated Turbojet performing auxiliary work (see Figure 4.13).
At the heart of the analysis is the potential QSP (Quiet Supersonic Platform) configured
turbofan. This engine is analyzed with aspiration applied to either the fan, core compressor or
both. Analyzing the three separate configurations allows the effects of aspiration on each
component to be recognized and understood more clearly. Two other configurations are
analyzed, the MIT low speed fan and the aspirated turbojet performing "auxiliary work". The
MIT low speed fan is an aspirated fan stage; with a rotor tip speed of 228 m/s. This stage has
been built and tested in the MIT blow down compressor, where accurate values for the through
flow efficiency have been calculated. Using these efficiency numbers and values for the
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conditions of the bleed air, the fans installed efficiency was calculated (the concept of installed
efficiency is discussed latter). In chapter 2, the concept of the aspirated turbojet (see Section 2.2,
Figure 2.8) was introduced. The bleed air in this engine is used to perform "auxiliary work" in
another part of the engine or aircraft. This idea is presented as an alternative approach to the
analysis of the turbofan.
The performance of the aspirated engine depends on whether the bleed air can be used in
the cycle for some other function. In section 2 we assumed for the turbofan that the air returned
to the turbine as cooling air (core compressor bleed air) or expanded overboard to recover the
momentum drag (Fan bleed air). In the case of the turbojet, performance depends on the amount
of "Auxiliary Work" the bleed air could perform.
What dictates whether the bleed air can be returned to the turbine or the amount of thrust
the air can produce is its pressure and temperature. The total pressure and temperature of the
bleed air leaving the blade is calculated using the techniques outlined in Section 3. This analysis
accounts for the losses in the blade passage (i.e. losses inherent in the aspiration process) and
gives the total temperature and pressure leaving the blade. However, to use this air for a useful
purpose the air must be diffused and piped to the area where it can be returned to the cycle or
expanded overboard. This diffusion process involves losses that depend on the diffuser design
and the specific routing of the air. To account for these losses a pressure recovery factor is
introduced. The value of the recovery factor varies between 0 - 1 (0 for complete loss of the
bleed air, 1 for complete recovery).
Two measures of performance were used to compare the aspirated to the non-aspirated
technology. Specific Impulse was used to compare the overall engine efficiencies, while
compressor efficiency was used to compare the compression systems. For the aspirated
configuration, an "Installed compressor efficiency" was defined. This concept will be explained
below.
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4.2: Bleed Air Calculations
During this study detailed designs of the rotor and stator blades to be used in the counter-rotating
compressor had not been completed. Without this information values for the Relative Total
temperature and Static pressure for conditions outside the bleed passage on the rotor blades
were not available. Other information such as the placement of the bleed slot on the suction
surface of the blade, the dimensions and area distribution of the slot were also not available.
In this analysis, the bleed slot was assumed to be located on the suction surface at 50% of
the chord length. The opening on the blade surface through which the bleed is extracted was
assumed to vary between 1mm - 2mm in width. This parameter was varied to control the mass
flow of air into the slot (see Section 3.2, where the factors that influence the mass flow into the
slot are discussed). The internal passage and it's opening were assumed to occupy the top 30% of
the blade span. For example if the hub/tip ratio was 0.5, the slot extended from, 0.85rti, to rtip.
To overcome the problem of no static pressure and total temperature outside the bleed
passage, estimates were calculated. An estimate of the total temperature outside the slot was
calculated using Euler's equation. With the value for total temperature, the total pressure was
calculated by assuming an isentropic efficiency for the temperature rise and using this to get an
estimate of the total pressure outside the bleed passage.
The swirl component of the air close to the blades surface is approximately equal to the
velocity of the blade Qr . If the swirl of the air entering the blade is assumed to be zero, Euler's
equation can be used to estimate the rise in total temperature based on the change in the swirl
component of the air.
CAT = Qr (v -v, (Or)2
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The total temperature into each stage can be calculated using the stage pressure ratio (ni1 , R2 , 7t3)
and the stage isentropic efficiencies (T 1,12,13). The total pressure outside the slot, can be
calculated using
}t = }l + p( r 2
Where p is the average of the fluid density; the average of the air density before the blade row
and the density after the blade row. What drives the flow into the bleed passage is not the total
pressure but the static pressure difference between the outside of the slot and the inside. The
static pressure outside the slot is found using an estimate for the fluid Mach number, Mfluid
P = t jr)
1 r /(r 
- ')
1 + M flui(2 j)
The fluid Mach number Mfluid contains two components, the swirl component and the axial
component. No radial component is assumed. The swirl component is equal to Or and the axial
velocity is assumed constant equal to the inlet Mach number Min. Therefore
Mflu, = j(Swirl component) 2 + (Axial Component) 2
\2
fluidr + M2
For this study the axial Mach number Min is set equal to 0.6. This is the value being used for the
preliminary design of the counter-rotating compressor.
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4.3: Installed Efficiency
As stated earlier, to understand and see the effects of aspiration on the overall turbofan cycle two
measures of performance will be used.
1. Specific Impulse was used to compare the overall engine efficiencies
2. Compressor efficiency was used to compare the compression systems.
Specific impulse was defined in Section 2 and is repeated here for clarity. Specific Impulse is
defined as the number of units of thrust produced per unit of fuel weight flow rate (Kerrebrock).
For the turbofan analyzed in Section 2 this gives
I Fotal
Mfuel'g
Where Fto0 = Total thrust of the engine
ifel = Mass flow rate of fuel
g = acceleration due to gravity
For the aspirated compressor an equivalent isentropic efficiency is defined. This new efficiency
takes the bleeds into account and will be called the "Installed Efficiency".
Effects of Bleeds on Efficiency
For a normal non-aspirated compressor, the isentropic efficiency is defined as
Ideal work of compression for a given ;r,
Actual work of compression for a given r,






For the aspirated compressor the bleeds must be accounted for to give a more revealing measure
of the efficiency. If the bleeds are treated as a set of compressors operating in parallel, each
producing a stagnation pressure ratio and a stagnation temperature ratio, the installed efficiency
can be defined as
Total available work
Rinstalled 
- Total work performed
The total available work will be estimated by assuming the air can be expanded isentropically to
the local ambient pressure, while the work performed will be the total temperature rise during the
compression. If the Cc for both the through flow air and the bleeds are equal, the following
relationship, the efficiency can be defined as
17 installed 
0 0
tho is mass flow through the core compressor, and the subscript i = 0 represents the core flow.
Note: For the core compressor of the turbofan rho = rh,
Define the ratio of the core mass flow to the bleed mass flow as e,
,= -
After some manipulation the Installed efficiency of the aspirated compressor is
1 installed = ( -I)+ I , (g -1) Eqn. (4.1)(ro - 1)+ I V (r' - 1)
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Where i7 = the isentropic efficiency of the core flow compression. From Eqn (4.1) it can be seen
that the equivalent compressor efficiency equals the isentropic efficiency of the core flow
compression system if the bleed compressions are carried out isentropically.
However, the compression of the bleed air is inefficient and the equivalent compressor efficiency
will be less than the isentropic efficiency of the through flow air.
Before going onto the actual engine comparisons, another point about efficiencies will be
addressed. In the results to follow, it was assumed throughout that the through flow air through
the aspirated compressor was the same as that of the non-aspirated compressor. This may not be
true as the aspirated compressor may have higher polytropic efficiency. The reason for this
higher polytropic efficiency is the fact air bleed off due to aspiration is the high entropy air in the
boundary layer of the fluid in contact with the blade surface. Removing this air has the effect of
reducing the temperature into the next stage of the compressor and thereby can lead to an
increase in polytropic efficiency. This concept is discussed in much greater detail in Ref 10
(Kerrebrock et. al, 97-GT-525)
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4.4: QSP Configured Turbofan
To clearly see the effects of aspiration on the cycle, both the non-aspirated and aspirated engines
were identical in almost all respects except for the presence of aspiration. This means that both
engines were assumed to be flying at the same altitude and speed, Tt4 for both units was equal;
the polytropic efficiency of the fan, compressor and turbine on both units was assumed to be the
same etc. Table 4.1 below, shows the configuration of each turbofan engine.
As mentioned in Section 2, the aspirated turbofan uses a counter-rotating compressor.
This compressor has 3 stages and each stage is aspirated. The bleed air is taken radially outward
for Stage 1 and radially inwards for Stages 2 & 3. Table 4.1, gives the overall pressure ratio and
isentropic efficiency for each stage, while Table 4.2 below gives a more detailed breakdown of
the pressure rise and temperature rise across the aspirated compressor stages.
For convenience in the cycle analysis, the overall compression ratio through the fan and
the compressor is denoted by nc. This is in fact the product of the fan and the compressor
pressure ratios. For the aspirated compressor this works out to be
7r, = ;rf ;rl ;2 ;r3= 32.827
The pressure ratio of the fan alone is denoted by fr.
For stages 2 & 3 of the counter-rotating compressor, the bleed air is taken radially
inward. It is assumed that the inward flow is extracted for turbine cooling at 15% of the blade tip
radius. As table 4.1 shows, for the aspirated compressor, 1% of the main bleed flow was
extracted from each blade row (i.e. Er, = 0.01 etc.). This air is returned to the cycle as turbine
cooling air or in the case of the fan extraction air is expanded through a nozzle to recover the
momentum drag.
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Stage Rotor Stator Overall
7 3.5 0.95 3.325
1.44 1 1.44
r1isen - - 0.94
R2 2.8 0.95 2.66
T2 1.36 1 1.36
Tisen - - 0.9
Ia3 2.2 0.95 2.09
T3 1.26 1 1.26
Tlisen 0.9
Table 4.2: Aspirated Compressor
Using the code discussed in Section 3, the values of the total pressure and temperature for each
of the aspirated stages were calculated and are listed below in Table 4.3. These values represent
the temperature and pressure of the air as it leaves the bleed passage of the blade. The losses that
the bleed air experiences in the bleed passage are intrinsic to the aspiration process. Once the air
leaves the blade, it can be used for other purposes such as turbine cooling etc. The amount of
pressure recovery that can be achieved once the air has left the blade passage will depend on the
diffusion system and the final destination of the air.
As can be seen in Eqn. (4.1) the value of pressure recovery can plays an important role in
the efficiency of the compression system. If none of the bleed air can be recovered for useful
work, Eqn. (4.1) becomes
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% = o( -1)
(eq=( 
-1)+ s, (r,
So to understand the full effects of aspiration the Specific impulse and equivalent compressor




2 "d Stage Rotor
2nd Stage Stator
3rd Stage Rotor




P,e = 2.998 x 10 N/m 2
13,e =3.06 x 10' N/m 2
'tre2 = 3.45 x 105 N/rm2
'tse2 = 9.96 x 105 N/m 2
fIre3 =1.12 x 106 N/rm2
'tse3 = 2.14 x 106 N/rm2
Pf =1.7x 105 N/m2




Tre2 = 688 K
Tse2 = 922 K
Tre3 = 931 K
'se3 =1155 K
Tf = 654K
Table 4.3: Bleed air temperature and pressure for QSP configured turbofan
As a reference for the pressures and temperatures in Table 4.3,
1t2 =8.77 x 104 N/m 2 & T2= 388.8 K
The air is used for turbine cooling or is expanded overboard to recover its momentum drag. The
full cycle calculations for the 3 differently configured QSP turbofans and the Non-aspirated
turbofan in Appendix D, for various levels of pressure recovery.
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4.4.1: QSP Turbofan-Aspirated Fan & Core Compressor
In the introduction to this chapter, it was mentioned that three different QSP turbofan
configurations would be analyzed and their performance compared to a non-aspirated mixed





Figure 4.1: QSP turbofan with Fan and core aspiration
As can be seen from Figure 4.1, the engine contains and aspirated fan and a 3 stage aspirated
counter-rotating compressor. The flight conditions, the percentage air removed by aspiration, the
compressor pressure ratio, Tt4 etc. are all detailed in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.2, compares the Specific Impulse for the QSP configured turbofan and non-
aspirated turbofan versus pressure recovery. Table 4.4 gives the actual values of Specific
Impulse for both the aspirated and non-aspirated case. For figure 4.2 the pressure recovery of the
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fan was assumed to be 100% and the effect of aspiration on the core was studied. At 100%
pressure recovery, it can be seen that the specific impulse of the engine with the aspirated fan
and core compressor is less than that of the non-aspirated case. This is because of the frictional
losses present in the internal bleed passage.
Specific Impulse vs. Pressure Recovery
(Fan & Core Aspiration)
4200 -
4 4100






45 55 65 75 85 95
%Core Pressure Recovery
- -+ - Aspirated Compressor -- Non-Aspirated Compressor
Figure 4.2: Specific Impulse vs. Pressure Recovery for QSP turbofan
(See Table 4.2 for engine configuration)
Specific Impulse Specific Impulse
% Pressure Recovery (Aspirated Compressor) (Non-Aspirated Compressor)
100 3840 sec 4070
90 3837 sec 4070
80 3834 sec 4070
70 3830 sec 4070
60 3825 sec 4070
55 3823 sec 4070
52 3821 sec 4070
45 3763 sec 4070
Table 4.4: Specific Impulse vs. Pressure Recovery for QSP turbofan
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Pressure recovery does not play a significant factor in the value of specific impulse until a
pressure recovery of 52% is reached. At this point reducing the pressure of the 1St stage rotor air
48% means that the air cannot be returned to the turbine as cooling air as its pressure is too low.
Below this pressure recovery the air from the 1st stage rotor and stator is discarded and plays is
not returned to the cycle, hence the fall off in Specific Impulse.
The fact that pressure recovery does not significantly effect the specific impulse until the
1 st stage rotor and stator air must be discarded suggests that the mass flow through the engine
plays an important part in the specific Impulse. When the mass flow of the bleed air from the 1 t
stage bleeds is lost, specific impulse suffers considerably.
Figure 4.3, plots the Installed compressor efficiency versus pressure recovery, for the
core compressor. Compressor efficiency for the aspirated engine is defined in Eqn. (4.1).







0 20 40 60 80 100
% Core Pressure Recovery
- + - Aspirated Core Compressor Non-Aspirated Compressor
Figure 4.3: Core Installed Efficiency vs. Pressure Recovery for aspirated counter rotating compressor
(see Table 4.2 & Table 4.3)
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Like Figure 4.2, even with 100% pressure recovery the compressor efficiency of the aspirated
compressor is less than that of the non-aspirated core, due to the losses from the bleed passages.
At a pressure recovery of approximately 60% the compressor isentropic efficiency is reduced by
approximately 1%. Table 4.5, below dives the exact values of compressor efficiency as pressure
recovery changes. When calculating the available work, it is assumed the bleed air is expanded
isentropically to P,2.
Installed Efficiency Compressor Efficiency












Table 4.5: Core Compressor Installed Efficiency vs. Pressure Recovery
To further illustrate the effects of aspiration on the compression system of the counter-rotating
compressor the equivalent efficiency for the 1 " and 3 rd stages was calculated for various levels of
pressure recovery. The results are shown in Figure 4.4 & 4.5. In both cases the baseline
efficiency against which both stages are based is the isentropic efficiency of the through flow air.
So from Table 4.1, the isentropic efficiency of the 1st stage is q, = 0.94, while for the 3 rd stage
the isentropic efficiency is q3 = 0.9.
Each graph "breaks out" the effect of aspiration on the compressor on a stage-by-stage
basis. Again like Figure 4.3, even with 100% pressure recovery the stage efficiency of the
aspirated stages is less than that of the non-aspirated stages, due to the losses from the bleed
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passages. When calculating the available work in the bleed and through flow air, it is assumed
the air is expanded to Pt2.
Figure 4.4: 1" Stage Installed Efficiency vs. Pressure Recovery
(see Table 4.2 & Table 4.3)
3rd Stage Installed Efficiency vs. Pressure Recovery
0.91





0 20 40 60 80 100
% Pressure Recovery
- + - Aspirated 3rd Stage -+- Non-Aspirated 3rd Stage
Figure 4.5: 3rd Stage Installed Efficiency vs. Pressure Recovery
(see Table 4.2 & Table 4.3)
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1st Stage Installed Efficiency vs. Press. Recovery
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% Pressure Recovery
- - +-- Aspirated 1st Stage - Non-Aspirated 1st Stage
4.4.2: QSP Turbofan-Aspirated Core Compressor Only
The second configuration for the QSP configured turbofan is the case where no aspiration is
applied to the fan, but the core compressor remains a 3-stage aspirated counter-rotating
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Figure 4.6: QSP turbofan with Core Aspiration only
A QSP configured turbofan with core aspiration was analyzed to isolate the impact core
aspiration has on the Specific Impulse of the overall engine. The pressure ratio and polytropic
efficiency of the non-aspirated fan was equal to that of the aspirated fan. Except for the
replacement of the aspirated fan, all the other engine parameters were equal to the QSP turbofan
with fan and core compressor aspiration. The engine parameters for the engine in Figure 4.6 are












Stage 1, n 1, 1
Stage 2, 7t 2 , 712





























Table 4.6: QSP turbofan with Aspirated Core compressor only
The bleed air from the compressor is returned to the cycle as cooling air for the turbine. The
conditions of the bleed air are the same as those calculated for the QSP turbofan with fan and
core aspiration and are listed in Table 4.3. The basis for comparison with the non-aspirated
turbofan will be the specific impulse as the installed compressor efficiency is the same as that for
























impulse versus pressure recovery for the engine in Figure 4.6, while Table 4.7 gives the actual
values.
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% Core Pressure Recovery
-- Aspirated Core -U- Non-Aspirated Core
Figure 4.7: Specific Impulse vs. Pressure Recovery for QSP turbofan with Core aspiration only
(See table 4.6 & Table 4.3)
Specific Impulse Specific Impulse
% Pressure Recovery (Aspirated Core Compressor) (Non-Aspirated Compressor)
100 4002 sec 4070
90 3999 sec 4070
80 3995 sec 4070
70 3990 sec 4070
60 3985 sec 4070
55 3982 sec 4070
52 3980 sec 4070
45 3907 sec 4070
Table 4.7: Specific Impulse vs. Pressure Recovery for QSP turbofan with core aspiration only
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From Figure 4.7, it can be seen that the specific impulse of the QSP turbofan with the aspirated
core only is substantially better than the specific impulse for the QSP turbofan with fan and core
aspiration (Figure 4.2). This suggests that the biggest penalty in specific impulse arises in the fan
aspiration. With this fact in mind we move onto look at the effect on the overall engine
efficiency of a QSP turbofan with Fan aspiration only.
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4.4.3: QSP Turbofan-Aspirated Fan Only
A turbofan with aspiration applied to the fan rotor and stator only, was analyzed to understand
the effect this would have on the overall engine efficiency. From Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.7, the
fan aspiration appears to be the major cause of the decrease in Specific Impulse. The engine
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Figure 4.8: QSP turbofan with Fan Aspiration only
The rest of the engine parameters were the same as those in Table 4.1. Basically the counter-
rotating compressor discussed in above is removed from the engine and replaced with the non-
aspirated core. The condition of the aspirated air is the same as that for the QSP turbofan with















Table 4.8: QSP Turbofan with Aspirated Fan only
The bleed air from the rotor and the stator are expanded to Po to recover the momentum drag.
This expansion produces thrust that is added to the thrust produced by the through flow air (see
section 2). The basis for comparison between the non-aspirated turbofan and the aspirated
turbofan will be the specific impulse and the "Installed Compressor Efficiency". Figure 4.9






























Specific Impulse vs. Pressure Recovery
(Fan Rotor & Stator Aspiration only)
20 40 60 80
% Pressure Recovery
- - --- Aspirated Fan -M-- Non-Aspirated Fan
Figure 4.9: Specific Impulse vs. Pressure recovery for QSP turbofan with Aspirated Fan only
(See Table 4.8 & Table 4.3)
Specific Impulse Specific Impulse
% Pressure Recover ressor) (Non-Aspirated Compressor)
100 3917 sec 4070
90 3908 sec 4070
80 3898 sec 4070
70 3887 sec 4070
60 3874 sec 4070
50 3859 sec 4070
40 3844 sec 4070
30 3832 sec 4070
20 3813 sec 4070
10 3811 sec 4070
0 3811 sec 4070
Table 4.9: Specific Impulse vs. Pressure Recovery for QSP turbofan with Aspirated Fan only
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Figure 4.10 below shows the Fan isentropic efficiency as a function of pressure recovery. When
calculating the available work it was assumed the air was expanded to P 2. This means that the
bleed air from the fan stator contributes nothing, as its pressure is less than P,2 (see Table 4.3).
Figure 4.10: Fan Efficiency vs. Pressure Recovery (Aspirated Fan only)
(See Table 4.8 & Table 4.3)
From Figure 4.11 it can be seen that the specific impulse of the QSP turbofan with the fan
aspiration, is less than that for the non-aspirated turbofan. Looking at Figures 4.2, 4.7 and 4.9, it
can be surmised that the major contributor to the reduction in specific impulse noticed in Figure
4.2 is the aspirated fan. This indicates that returning the air directly to the cycle, as turbine-
cooling air is less detrimental to the cycle than expanding the air overboard to augment the
thrust.
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Fan Efficiency vs. Pressure Recovery
(Fan Rotor& Stator Aspirated only)
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4.5: MIT Low Speed Fan
As mentioned in the introduction a low speed fan stage has been designed, built and tested at the
MIT blow down compressor. Experimental values of the stage pressure and temperature ratio's
have been found and hence a value for the isentropic efficiency. The bleed air in this low speed
fan is taken radially outwards for both the rotor and the stator. The rotor has a tip shroud to






Figure 4.11: MIT Low speed aspirated Fan Stage
For this low speed stage it was assumed that 2% of the total mass flow was removed by
aspiration (i.e. 1% by the Rotor and 1% by the Stator). Using the code described in section 3, the
total temperature and pressure of the bleed air for both the rotor and stator were calculated and
used to calculate the "Installed Efficiency" for the fan stage.
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The testing of the fan stage was done at atmospheric pressure and for this analysis P12 was
assumed equal to atmospheric pressure (Pa = 1.013 x 101 N/m2). Table 4.10 presents low speed
fan data.
Table 4.10: MIT Low speed Aspirated Fan conditions
Using the information in Table 4.10, the "Installed Efficiency" of the fan was calculated for
various levels of bleed air pressure recovery. From the table it can be seen that the pressure rise























1.013 x 105 N/m2
0.01
1.0538 x 105 N/m2
337.5 K
0.01
1.0862 x 105 N/m2
332 K
bleed air can perform is low. The installed Fan efficiency versus pressure recovery is shown in
Figure 4.12.
Fan Installed Efficiency vs. % Pressure Recovery
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Figure 4.12: MIT Low speed fan installed efficiency vs. Pressure Recovery
(see Table 4.10)
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4.6 Aspirated Turbojet performing Auxiliary Work
To see the effects of aspiration on the Specific impulse and efficiency for a turbojet
configuration, a comparison between the Aspirated turbojet and the Non-aspirated turbojet
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(x<I)
Figure 4.13: Aspirated turbojet performing Auxiliary work
Both engines had to perform equal amounts of "Auxiliary Work". Comparisons were made over
a range of "Auxiliary work outputs". Both engines were assumed to be flying at the same altitude
and speed. It is also assumed that 100% of the bleed air is capable of performing auxiliary work.
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Table 4.11: Aspirated Turbojet performing auxiliary work
4.6.1 Aspirated Turbojet
As mentioned in Section 2, the aspirated turbojet uses a counter-rotating compressor. This
compressor has 3 stages and each stage is aspirated. The bleed air is taken radially outward for
Stage 1 and radially inwards for Stages 2 & 3. The radial inflow is extracted for "Auxiliary
Work" at 0.15 tip radius. As table 4.11 shows, 1% of the main bleed flow was extracted from






















Using the code discussed in Section 3, the values of the total pressure and temperature for
each of the aspirated stage was calculated. To allow for losses in diffusing the air from it was
assumed that 1/3 of the dynamic head was lost. With this loss in total pressure the final values of
the total usable pressure and temperature are listed below in Table 4.12.
Stage Component Total Pressure Total temperature
14 Stage Rotor P. =3.03 x 105 N/m 2  T =608 K
1'l Stage Stator P, =3.27 x 105 N/m 2  Ts =558 K
2nd Stage Rotor Pr2 3.51 x 10' N/m2 Tr2 =568 K
2nd Stage Stator pJ2 =1.41 x 106 N/rm 2  Ts2 =817 K
3 rd Stage Rotor P,.3 =1.3 x 106 N/rm 2  T.3 =827 K
3 d Stage Stator Ps3 = 2.9 x 106 N/rm2  Ts3 1019 K
Table 4.12: Conditions of the air used for "Auxiliary Work"
A comparison between the non-aspirated turbojet and the aspirated turbojet was performed using
the data in Table 4.12. As has been mentioned numerous times before this air was expanded to
Pt2 to perform "Auxiliary Work". The amount of "Auxiliary work" performed by both engines is
equal.
(Auxiliary work)aspirated = (Auxiliary Work).on-aspirated
this means the compressor discharge extraction (x'io) for the aspirated case is smaller than that
for the non-aspirated case (xrho). The quantity (xrho) gives an indication of how much
"Auxiliary Work" both engines perform. Figure 4.14 below gives a comparison of the specific
impulse for both engines as the "Auxiliary Work" is increased.
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Figure 4.14: Specific Impulse comparison for aspirated turbojet performing Auxiliary work
(See Table 4.11 & Table 4.12)
It can be seen that the effects of aspiration have a minimal influence on the Specific impulse as
the amount of "Auxiliary work" increases. The same effect can be seen in Figure 4.15 for the
overall efficiency.
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Five different engine/fan configurations were studied, to illustrate and understand the effects of
aspiration. The five configurations are repeated here
1. Potential QSP configured Turbofan.
(i) Aspirated Fan and Aspirated core compressor (see Figure 4.1);
(ii) Aspirated Core compressor only (see Figure 4.6);
(iii) Aspirated Fan only (see Figure 4.8).
2. MIT low speed Fan (see Figure 4.11).
3. Aspirated Turbojet performing auxiliary work (see Figure 4.13).
For the QSP configured turbofan with fan and core aspiration, 1% bleed on each blade row and
100% pressure recovery for the aspirated air, the specific fuel consumption is 5.5% higher
than an equivalent non-aspirated turbofan. The bleed air from the fan is expanded overboard to
augment the thrust while the bleed air from the core is returned to the turbine as cooling air.
The second case is the QSP configured turbofan with only an aspirated core (i.e. no fan
aspiration), 1% bleed on each blade row and 100% pressure recovery for the aspirated air, the
specific fuel consumption is 1.7% higher than an equivalent non-aspirated turbofan. The bleed
air is returned to the turbine as cooling air.
For the QSP configured turbofan with only fan aspiration (i.e. no core compressor aspiration),
1% bleed on each blade row and 100% pressure recovery for the aspirated air, the specific fuel
consumption is 3.75% higher than an equivalent non-aspirated turbofan. The bleed air is
expanded overboard to augment thrust.
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From the previous three cases, it can be surmised that aspirating the fan has the largest impact on
the specific fuel consumption. This arises due to the high losses experienced by the aspirated air
as it is "pumped up" in the bleed passage.
For the experiments performed on the MIT low speed fan, if 1% bleed was removed from each
of the blade rows and 100% pressure recovery was achieved for the aspirated air, the installed
efficiency is 1.8% lower than the non-aspirated fan. Again like the fan in the QSP configuration,
this decrease in efficiency arises due to the high losses experienced by the aspirated air as it
travels through the bleed passage.
Finally for the aspirated turbojet performing auxiliary work, the specific fuel consumption is
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A.1: Cycle Analysis for Aspirated mixed exhaust turbofan
This section will compute the behavior of the aspirated turbofan including component losses, the
mass flow rate of the fuel through the components, and the variation of specific heats. It also
takes the work performed on the bleed air into account. This is an important difference between
the cycle analysis performed on the non-aspirated turbofan.
Again as in the case of the non-aspirated engine the analysis will be brief and only an
outline of the most important steps is included. The aspirated turbofan with station numbering is
shown in Figure 2-4a. The bleed and turbine cooling airflow is shown in Figure 2-4b.
Uninstalled Thrust:
F = (rh, V9 - )+ A, (Pg - P ) + (Momentum Drag of Fan bleeds)
Note: The thrust developed by expanding the Fan bleed air to Po will be calculated latter and will
be removed from the thrust calculation for now.
Assume the engine exhaust nozzle expands the gas to the ambient pressure Po = P9 . Therefore
we return to Eqn. 2.1
F = .
- MO Eqn. (A.1)
moa0  100 ao
Calculation of /h:
The fan bleed air is not returned to cycle directly and as mentioned above will be treated
separately.
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M 9 soc+f+ uel -iuaimf -n gM
After some manipulation one gets
m9  - 1
mno (1+ a)I + f +a (1- (E,. +s
Placing Eqn. (A.2) into Eqn. (A.1) gives
Eqn. (A.3)
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Application of the 1" law of thermodynamics to the control volume about the combustor shown
in Figure 2-2 gives:
rh3CpT 3 + brn fuelh,, = rh4C,,T4 Eqn. (A.8)
The mass flow of the air entering the combustor is reduced by aspiration. This air is not returned
to the cycle until the turbine. Therefore
'h3 = h(1-Y-V)
and
Where -, = -, + -s, + -r2 +2 + 6r3 + 6,3 and the mass flow out of the combustor is increased
only by the addition of fuel.
Eqn. (A.9)
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Calculation of T9 / To
Where
ri4 = rhe ((I -Z ,+ f)
Calculation of rt:
Like the non-aspirated case the calculation of zr involves a power balance between the
compressor, fan and the turbine.
Power into compressor + Power into Fan = Net Power from turbine
As mentioned in Chapter 2 calculating the power consumed by both the fan and the core
compressor, the effects of aspiration must be taken into account. For example the bleed air
removed from the 1s' stage rotor is taken radially outward and in so doing, work is performed on
the air; the air is "pumped" similar to the work done by a centrifugal compressor. This
"centrifugal work" increases the total temperature of the bleed air to a temperature greater than
Tt2. The temperature rise can be greater than or less than the stage temperature rise.
This means that the work performed on each bleed air must be treated separately in the




1st 1st 2nd 2nd 3rd 3rd
Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage
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Figure Al: Counter-rotating Compressor
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Compressor & Fan Work
To calculate the work performed on all the air that passes through the compression system it is
necessary to account for the work performed on each of the bleeds. The fan has two bleeds and
the core compressor has 6 bleeds, as shown in Table 2-1. Work performed on each bleed
depends on the total temperature rise achieved. For the rotor bleeds temperature rise is calculated
using a 1-D compressible flow calculation, detailed in Chapter 3. The temperature of the stator
bleeds and the through flow air can be found using the isentropic or polytropic efficiency and the
pressure rise.
Therefore
1. Through Flow of Core Compressor
rhe (1-V ,) C, (7;O -7;2) Eqn. (A.10)
2. 1st Stage Rotor Bleed
-VrI the C, (T,1 -7 T2) Eqn. (A. 11)
3. 1s' Stage Stator Bleed
C'sIrhe C, (7;sI -7 T2) Eqn. (A.12)
4. 2"d Stage Rotor Bleed
r 2lhcCpc (Tr2 -t2) Eqn. (A.13)
5. 2"" Stage Stator Bleed
-vs 2rheCc (7s2 -T2) Eqn. (A.14)
6. 3 'd Stage Rotor Bleed
6r 3rhcCpc (Tr3 -Tt 2 ) Eqn. (A.15)
7. 3d Stage Stator Bleed
es3rhcCc (7;s3 -Tt2) Eqn. (A.16)
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8. Fan through flow
rhf (1-,,f)CPC (71 3 -Tt 2 ) Eqn.(A.17)
9. Fan Rotor Bleed
CfrhfCPC (7f -7 2) Eqn. (A.18)
1 z (r-1) '
To = T2 1'+ (771 fl -1I
1 (yC' )II
Ts2 =Tl 1+ -z2 -
T,, = TIs 2 1 + 7 ] ]]
Power input to the fan stator bleed is accounted for Eqn. (A.18); no work is performed on the air
during the extraction process.
Turbine Power
The aspirated air from the compressor is returned to the turbine as cooling air. The air enters the
turbine at the total pressure of the bleed air and is mixed with the through flow air. This mixing
reduces the temperature of the through flow, while increasing the mass flow of air through the
turbine. Because the mass flow of air through the turbine changes due to the addition of the
aspirated air, the power extracted from the turbine must be calculated in steps. Figure A.2 shows
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Figure A.2: Changing mass flow through the turbine
Expansion of the air through the turbine and the work produced by this expansion is divided into
7 sections, one expansion to each of the six bleed air total pressures and a seventh to P,5 (i.e.
Expansion from P,4 to Pse3 (the total pressure of the 3rd stage stator bleed) etc.). After expansion
the temperature of the through flow air can be calculated by assuming a polytropic efficiency for
each step of the expansion. Mixing between the bleed air and the through flow air then takes
place and a mixed out temperature based on mass is calculated. No pressure loss takes place
during the mixing. Figure 2.7 shows a schematic of the expansion and the mixing on a T-S
diagram, while figure A.3 shows the pressure and temperature designations as the air goes
through the turbine.
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Figure A.3: Nomenclature of the air flow through the turbine
The steps involved in calculating the final mixed out temperature are shown here for the case of
expansion from P 4 (Total pressure out of combustor) to Ptse3 (Total pressure of the 3rd stage
stator bleed air). Both P,4 (Pz,.zdzczb) and Ptse3 (Calculated using the 1 -D compressible flow
analysis talked about in Section 3) are known, as is the polytropic efficiency of the expansion
7, , which will allow us to calculate the temperature of the through flow (to be known as 7,) air
before mixing.
-= ( 'se3 )Eqn. (A.19)
Tt 4 JP4
Once T,,1 is known, the mixed out temperature (to be known as T.) can be calculated based on
the mass of the through flow air and the bleed air.
i 4Cpt + E31i0cpcse3 =(ri + Es 3 rnc )J7mI
Where rin =((1-Ee,)+f)rih gives
±gC T
1-( ( + f ) Cpt t + Ess pc tse3 Eqn. (A.20)
N - Si+ f )+s " 3]Cp1
Where I,=6,1 +-sI +r2 +-s2 +-r3 +3
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A similar analysis can be performed for each of the six expansions to match the total pressures of
the bleeds. The temperatures through the turbine are
- r ,- 1) ((cr,)
m ste3
Eqn. (A.21)
T E1 +2 s3 +pt 8 t2+ r3
C pc re3
2 LN- I)+f)+s3 
+8r3 ] C,,
T( 
r ,t/e2 ( ,
Tm2  re3
Ttm 3 - )+ f + f+ ,3  + r3 )CptTt3 + s 2CpcJ 
e2 ]
Tem3 =t
1 - )+ f)+ s3 + -r3 + -s Ct
Ttt tre2 )Y-)17p
t3 se2
-(( E + f) + As +6r 3 + Es2 )cpTtt4 + er 2 Cpctre2
Tm4 = (lX)f)+ 8+8+r]p
N'1- +E f +ECs3 +r3 +s2 +r2 pt
T(r , )tsel ( )
Tm 4  K re2
TM 5  -[(1( +esi , +))+f)CTt 5 +sIC T,,
1-(I e,., )+ f })]C,,
Ttt6 - ~ (P r) '-1)/(qYr,)
TM ( ) Ptse2
({1-s,.l)+ f)C,,T,, + Cr1 pc trel











Each expansion performs a certain percentage of the overall turbine work. The exact amount of
work accomplished depends on the mass flow and the temperature change. So for example, the
work accomplished by the expansion from P14 (Total pressure out of combustor) to Pse3 (Total
pressure of the 3 rd stage stator bleed air) is
But from Eqn. (A.19) we get the following
rih4C,,74 1 tse3 Eqn. (A.31)
Notice the work is calculated using Tul not Tm1, the mixed out temperature. As Figure A.3
illustrates the expansion through the turbine is modeled as an expansion followed by a constant
pressure mixing process, followed by another expansion etc.
Changes in the mass flow and the effects of mixing are illustrated in the calculation of the
work performed in the second expansion through the turbine; the expansion from Pse3 (Total
pressure of the 3rd stage stator bleed air) to P,r3 (Total pressure of the 3rd stage rotor bleed air).
The work done is
(ri4 +s'O, ) C,, (7;,M -7; 2
Similar to Eqn. (A.31) this can be rewritten as
(rik + , 3 rh )CI;mi _ r3 / Eqn. (A.32)
K se 3
From the above equation it can be seen how the effects of mass addition (ti 4 + es3rne) and mixing
(the ,,,, term) contribute. Values of P&r3 and Pse3 can be found using the 1 -D compressible flow
calculation outline in Section 3. All of the stepwise expansions are modeled in a similar manner
and each contributes to the power balance.
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Power Balance
A power balance between the compressor, Fan and the turbine must be performed in order to
obtain a value for Ts or Pts the turbine exhaust temperature or pressure. Eqn.'s (A.10) - (A.18)
give the power required by the fan and the compressor; Eqn.'s (A.31), (A.32) and similar
equations give the power out of the turbine. A balance results in an equation that can be solved
for Tis or Pts.
the (1 - I , ) Cp (7T3 -Tt2) + CrhcCpc (7r. - T2) + Lr 2 rhcCpc ('r2 - ';2) + cr 3 rhcCpc (7;r3 -7;2)
Ie (TI - T2 ) + 2'Ic (s 2 -2 )+ s3 c (s 3 2)+ff (I-Ef )CPC (i1 3  2)
sf thfCp 7,,r - T2
I4Cp t4 I_ tse3 + t4 s E3 c h Cptr:1 I ( tr3 ('I17.Y +
Pt4 Ise3
t4 + -s 3 + -cr3 c te)C ttm2 1 tse2 (Y '4 + 3 + -r3 + S2 )'c Cp rm3 I Pr 2 )Y 
7
tr2 tse2
( s3 + 6 r3 )s 2r2c) ptT7 ral se) J + ( -e4 s3 + 6r3 s ,2 + -r2 )+Er1 C ptl 5 I~ r1
___ N) r (__,-1)|1) qr,
(1h4 +(6s3 + -,r + es2 + -r2 + S + r)nc )Cpt7m 6 1 ; 5 (r, 1)/iipr1  Eqn. (A.33)
Dividing both sides of Eqn. (A.33) by rhcCc and remembering that
'h4 = rhe ((1- I )+ f)
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(7-1)
an expression for Pt = [////] can be obtained. This can be used to calculate
Ts and hence zt.
Calculation of a:
Like the non-aspirated turbofan fluid dynamics requires equal static pressures at stations 6 and
16, so for this analysis, we assume the total pressures of the two entering streams are equal, or
t6 = t16
Assuming isentropic flow in the bypass duct from 13 to 16, we can write
)rc)b~t = ZI.
However unlike the non-aspirated turbofan, no simple closed form solution for a exists due to
the changing mass flow through the turbine. This means the bypass ratio a is calculated by
iteration. In the above relationship the only term effected by a is .z, so one approach to
calculating the bypass ratio is to vary a until the relationship zczbz, = Z,7 is satisfied to two
decimal places.
Mixed Exhaust Stream
The mixing analysis for the aspirated turbofan is identical to the analysis performed on the non-
aspirated turbofan. The mixing of these two streams will play a role in the overall engine
efficiency. The temperature and pressure ratios of the mixer are defined as
T P
The mixer temperature ratio r, will be obtained from an energy balance, while the total pressure
ratio zm will be obtained from an analysis of a constant area ideal mixer.
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The only change is to the a'= term. rh6 is the same, but the ris6 term is different as both the
f6
fan rotor and stator are aspirated. Therefore




This value for a' can be used throughout the rest of the mixer calculation.
Calculation of Total Thrust Fotai
Fotai F Fan
moa 0 moa 0 moa 0
Eqn. (A.35)





B.1: Cycle Analysis for Aspirated Turbojet
This section will compute the behavior of the aspirated turbojet engine including component
losses, the mass flow rate of the fuel through the components, and the variation of specific heats.
It also takes the work performed on the bleed air into account. This is an important difference
between the cycle analysis performed on the non-aspirated turbojet.
For example the bleed air removed from the 1 't stage rotor is taken radially outward and
in so doing, work is performed on the air; the air is "pumped" similar to the work done by a
centrifugal compressor. This "centrifugal work" increases the total temperature of the bleed air to
a temperature greater than Ta. The temperature rise can be greater than or less than the stage
temperature rise. This means that the work performed on the bleed air must be treated separately
in the cycle analysis.
For the second and third stage rotors where the bleed air is taken radially inward, the
bleed air performs work analogous to a centrifugal turbine. Again like the bleed air taken radially
outward this air must be treated separately in the cycle analysis. The calculation of the
temperatures and pressures of the bleed air after they have been taken inward or outward is
performed using a 1 -D compressible flow code, detail in Section 3.
Like the non-aspirated turbojet the analysis will assume one-dimensional flow at the
entrance and exit of each component. The variation of the specific heat will be approximated by
assuming a perfect gas with constant specific heat c, upstream of the main burner and a perfect
gas with different constant specific heat c, downstream of the main burner. The symbols used
during the analysis are explained in the table of nomenclature. The aspirated turbojet with
station numbering is shown in Figure 2-3.
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Uninstalled Thrust:
F =( 9 V9 -rho V0 )+ A (P9 - Po )+(Momentum Drag of Aux. Work)
Note: The thrust developed by expanding the auxiliary work air from P 2 to Po will be calculated
latter and will be removed from the thrust calculation for now.
Assume the engine exhaust nozzle expands the gas to the ambient pressure Po = P,. Therefore
F _rhVM




1129 = No + thfuel ~ &rIh0 -sl1h0 6r2iZ0 8s 2 O -r3 MO - -s3 i 0 - X' 0
.- (1 , + x'))+ f
0o
Eqn. (B.2)
Where I 6 =srl +S 1 + r2+cs2 +6r3 +s3
Placing Eqn. (B.2) into Eqn. (B.1) gives
F =[((1-( + x'))+ f) 9 - Mo
th0a0 a0
Eqn. (B.3)
Calculation of (V, / ao) 2
For the aspirated turbojet cycle,





M 92 2 P9 -1
7 -1 P9
P P
P 9 P 9
Eqn. (B.5)
Eqn. (B.6)
Calculation of T9 / To
Eqn. (B.7)




Application of the 1I" law of thermodynamics to the control volume about the combustor shown
in Figure 2-2 gives:
th3CpCT3 + 7rnfuelh,, = rh4 CT, 4
Where hpr is the thermal energy released by the fuel during combustion.
rM3 = rho (1- (I X6 + x'))
M4 = rh3 + rhfuel
--> rh4 = rho((1- (I 6i + x'))+ f)
Using the above relations in Eqn. (B.8)
ho (1 - 16+ x')CpT+r7b1huehpr = hO((1- , +x')) +f ICptTt4
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Calculation of M 2
Where
Eqn. (B.8)
T9 _ t 9 0To
0 t9 /p9
Dividing the above expression by rhC To and solving forf gives
f = //- - " - - Eqn. (B.9)
_ [ Ij7bhPrD]
Calculation of rz:
Like the non-aspirated case the calculation of rt involves a power balance between the
compressor and the turbine.
Compressor Work = Power from turbine
To make the analysis clearer the steps involve in calculating the work for each portion of the
compressor flow is shown below. Figure A. 1 shows the nomenclature and location of the




2. 1st Stage Rotor Bleed
crirhoCpc (Tri - T2) Eqn. (B.11)
3. 1 ' Stage Stator Bleed
Eqn. (B.12)
4. 2"d Stage Rotor Bleed
Er2thoCp(Tr2 -T12) Eqn. (B.13)
5. 2"d Stage Stator Bleed
Eqn. (B.14)
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rho (1 - I 4i )Ce (T3 - T2)
ES11h0cpc (TtS1 - Tt2)
e s2r00 pc(ts2 ~t 2 )
6. 3rd Stage Rotor Bleed
Cr3CpC (T 3 - T2) Eqn. (B.15)
7. 3'd Stage Stator Bleed
es3Cpe(Trs3 -T 2 ) Eqn. (B.16)
Where Ttsi = T2 +- c -
Ts2 = Ts 1+ [ [r2 -1
772
Ts3 = Ts2 1+ [ [73'VC -
773
Tri, Tr2, Tr3 are calculated using a 1 -D compressible flow calculation, detail in Section 3.
Turbine Power
th4 C,,(T4 - TO
Where ri 4 =((1 -( ,+ x'))+ frho gives
rh (1'6i + X')) + f )C,,(T4 - T,) Eqn. (B.17)
Power Balance
Using Eqn.'s (B.10)-(B.17) to perform a power balance between the compressor and the turbine
plus some algebraic manipulation (taking Tt2 out of the brackets and both sides by rh C~T2 )
gives
(1 - Xs c -1)+ 8rI(r -)+ si(rsi 1)+ r2(r2 -1)+ Es2(Ts2 1)+ r3(r3 -1)+ s3(rs -1)
= rh4C pt ' (1-r,) Eqn. (B.18)
thOCPC Ti2
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Using r 4 = ((1 - ( E, + x'))+ f)rho gives
r - 6 ,c -1)+ ,1&ri -1)+ s1(rsl -- 1) + Cr2 (r,-2
r =1- 1 - + f6 d, +s2(s2 
-1)+ g, 3(, 3 -1)+ S 3(i, 3 -)
Eqn. (B.19)
Calculation of x'rhO
As mention above both the bleed air and the compressor discharge air are used to perform
"Auxiliary Work". It is assumed that all of the bleed air can be used for this purpose. To perform
this "Auxiliary Work" the bleed air and the compressor discharge air are expanded isentropically
to the compressor inlet pressure Pa. To allow a comparison between the Non-Aspirated turbojet
and the Aspirated Turbojet, the amount of auxiliary work performed by both engines is equal
(i.e. the work performed by x'rhO, E, etc. is equal to the work performed by xrho in the non-
aspirated engine).
(Auxiliary work) aspirated =(Auxiliary Work) non-aspirated
This means that the compressor discharge extraction (x'rho ) for the aspirated case is smaller that
that for the non-aspirated case. The calculation of x'rho is detailed below.
The bleed and the compressor discharge air reach their final conditions by undergoing
non-ideal compressions. This means that when they are expanded isentropically to Pa, the
temperature of the air after the expansion is greater than Ta (see Figure 2.5). In order to calculate
the work performed the pressure and temperature of the air at the extraction point must be known
(see Figure 2.4). As has been mentioned earlier this pressure is calculated using a 1-D
compressible flow model detailed in Section 3.
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Like the t calculation the work performed by each portion of the compressor air will be
detailed separately for clarity.






) r,I Eqn. (B.20)
2. 1't Stage Rotor Bleed
y - 1
6r~hOPCrII t2
r 1 I Eqn. (B.21)
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4. 2"d Stage Rotor Bleed
Er2 0 C pcr2 - t2
Pr2
yr-i
r" 2 Eqn. (B.23)
5. 2nd Stage Stator Bleed
Es2m0Cpcpts2r1 -K 2 ) 7C
Ps 2 I Eqn. (B.24)
6. 3 'd Stage Rotor Bleed
r3rh0 CpTr3 1 <_(2 C
Pr 3 I Eqn. (B.25)
7. 3 d Stage Stator Bleed
Es3rh pc Kts3 _ t2 r
s 3 I Eqn. (B.26)
Non-Aspirated Comoressor
rc-1
xrh0 C TI-3 1_ 9 2 Y'
pc 1 (t3) I
From Eqn. (B.20)-(B.27) an energy balance can be established to calculate x'
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Eqn. (B.27)
(Auxiliary work) aspirated =(Auxiliary Work) non-aspirated
I 1 ( t2 eL13) c














+ gr3n 0 C pcTr3
yc
Ye
Eqn. (B.28) allows x' to be calculated.
Calculation of the Auxiliary Work Thrust
After performing the Auxiliary Work all seven bleeds are expanded from Pt2 to PO to recover the
momentum drag. Like the fan bleeds for the turbofan the thrust is calculated as shown below:
F FTcD2
CD 
rF~irao 3 To YC -
Eqn. (B.29)
The thrust for the other bleeds can be calculated in a similar fashion with x' being replaced
(Eri etc.) and the TCD being corrected.
FThe sum of the individual thrust is called "
tho ao
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Calculation of Total Thrust Ftioaj
Ftotal = + a
t 0ha 0 r 0ha 0 rha 0
Eqn. (B.30)
Calculation of Propulsive Efficiency
It can be shown that
Eqn. (B.31)
Calculation of Thermal Efficiency
It can be shown that
Eqn. (B.32)






This appendix contains data sheets for the QSP configured turbofan with an aspirated fan and
core compressor. The nomenclature is fairly self-explanatory, but some comments are provided
to aid understanding.
Many of the mixing quantities such as M6A, 4(M 6 ,y6) etc. are defined in Chapter 7, of
Mattingly's "Elements of Gas Turbine Propulsion". The nomenclature used in the data sheets to
describe the mixing of the two gas streams in the engine exhaust, is identical to the nomenclature
used by Mattingly.
The quantities defined as ntrei, 7 ttsel, 7 ttre2, 2 ttse2 etc. are the ratios of the total pressure
changes across the relevant blade row in the counter-rotating compressor. Figure C. 1 below
gives an example of the how these 6 Pi terms are defined for the counter-rotating compressor.
Figure C. 1 shows the 1 stage of the of the core counter-rotating compressor. The quantity Pn
can be calculated as follows:
tin 0 r d f
and the quantity Pront can be calculated as
trout 0 r d f rl
where ri is the pressure rise across the Is stage rotor. These quantities are known before the
cycle analysis is started. The quantities, Ptri and PtseJ can be calculated using the code in Chapter
3, with P,, and Pr,ou, as inputs to the code. With this information we can mow define ntrei and
7tsel as
7rr trl & Zte = PtselEtr1l r tsel se
tin trout












Figure C.1: Total pressure into and out of the Ist stage of the aspirated counter-rotating compressor
Specific Impulse is referred to as I, specific fuel consumption is referred to as S and the thermal
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Itr2e Ttse3 Ttre3 Ttse2
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7Cr2e Ttse3 Ttre3 Ttse2
0.6668 1155 931.3173 921.89
Ticen 71trle 71ts1e
0.3087 1.9257 0.5709

















































































































































































































Itstage Rc Rt Po













7tr2e Ttse3 Ttre3 Ttse2
0.6668 1155 931.3173 921.89
1cen 71trle 7ts1e
0.3087 1.9257 0.5709










































































































































































































Tltstage Rc Rt Po

























7rr2e Ttse3 Ttre3 Ttse2
0.6668 1155 931.3173 921.89
Tlcen lttrle 7Cts1e
0.3087 1.9257 0.5709
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7Er2e Ttse3 Ttre3 Ttse2
0.6668 1155 931.3173 921.89
icen '9trle M1ts1e
0.3087 1.9257 0.5709































































































































































































Tltstage Re Rt PO Press. Recov.
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7Er2e Ttse3 Ttre3 Ttse2
0.6668 1155 931.3173 921.89
ilcen 7Ctrle Itts1e
0.3087 1.9257 0.5709





















































































































































IP 0.843977 TIT 0.626777
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